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Thou Shalt Not Question
In This Issue

Military Catechism

If any French general felt a twinge
of conscience after dumping radio

active fallout over defenseless civilians

in the South Pacific, he can now rest

assured that his actions reflected the

highest standards of Christian mo

rality, according to a lengthy docu
ment prepared by "groups of Christian
officers" for the guidance of their co-
believers in the armed forces.

The document. Flora Lewis reported

in a September 24 dispatch from Paris
to the JVew York Times, was prepared

at the request of Monsignor Gabriel

Vancel, Vicar of the Armies, and "is

intended to provide definite answers
for chaplains, other officers, govern

ment officials and private citizens who

confront the question of conscience
posed by the use of state force."

The profession of soldier, the state
ment maintains, is an honorable one:

"When Christ was approached by sol

diers of the Roman occupation army

seeking salvation, he did not ask them
to change their profession but to con

duct themselves as believers."

For believers, the "realistic Christian

position" is that nuclear weapons are

"a lesser evil" although what evil they
are lesser than is not very clear. At
any rate, good Christians are expected

to incinerate cities while maintaining

"a point of view which wUl help the

world evolve toward true peace, based
on love and not fear."

The authors of the document take

a  forthright stand against torture,
noting that it is not only "immoral"
but also "ineffective."

The question of supporting one's
officers when they decide to shoot down

their civilian fellow-citizens is best re

solved by having "confidence in the
judgment of those who have the heavy

responsibility of command."
Last but not least, conscription is

necessary to provide the "moral educa
tion of 20-year-old men." Where else

could they get such an education? □

Chiang: Peking a Bore
"Life in Peiping [sic] is dull and bleak.

There are no dogs or cats there, an Ameri
can correspondent reported September 17."
— Taipei Free China Weekly.

But we hear he had a hilarious con
versation with a parakeet.
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Interview With Blanco, Creus, and Bordao

Eyewitness Account of Repression in Chile
[About a week after the bloody coup

in Chile, the Peruvian revolutionist

Hugo Blanco, who had been in exile

in Santiago, was able to escape to
Mexico. His exit was arranged by
the Swedish government, which has

offered him asylum. Blanco was ac
companied by the Argentine Trotsky-
ist Eduardo Creus and by a Brazilian
comrade, Juliao Bordao. On Septem
ber 28, they gave the following inter
view in Mexico City to a correspon
dent of Intercontinental Press.]

Question. How extensive has the re

pression been in Chile?

Blanco. The military began their
repression in advance of the coup,
aiming to disarm and demobilize the

people. They began raiding plants.
For example, they raided an elec
tronics plant in Arica in the North.

In Santiago there were several raids,

including one on a cemetery. All these
searches were carried out under the

cover of the so-called Arms Control

Law, which was passed by the right-
wing bloc in parliament at the cul
mination of the last offensive against
the government in October 1972. The

UP [Unidad Popular — Popular Unity,
the class-collaborationist ruling coali
tion] did not actively oppose it, how
ever. The UP deputies abstained and

Allende did not veto it.

In the South, they raided the Lane-

ra Austral factory, where they killed
some workers. In the same area, the

military launched a repression
against peasants who demonstrated

their opposition to the June 29 at

tempted coup. Some were dragged
across the ground by helicopters or

tortured in front of their families.

Sailors who showed opposition to the
coup were also tortured and im

prisoned. All of this was part of the
softening-up process that preceded the
take-over. As a final test, in Santiago
they raided the Cobre Cerillos factory
in the Corddn Cerillos and the Sumar

factory in the Corddn Vicufla Mac-

kenna. Three days after these raids,
they made their strike.
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These escalating raids enabled the
right to test the strength of the workers

movement, its capacity to resist. They

also started the process of selective

repression aimed at decapitating the

workers movement and the left parties.

The strongholds of the left in the

factory belts, shantytowns, and
schools like the Universidad Tecnica

were hit, and vanguard militants were

seized and imprisoned. Throughout
this first phase of the repression, the
military and the police had the acqui

escence of Allende and the UP leader

ship.

When they launched their massive

terror on September 11, the military

were also aided by the faltering de
fensive line of the UP government.
The UP government had called on

the workers to maintain a constant

guard on the factories. They did not

call for seizing the factories but only
for guarding them. They meant that

the workers should continue working
for bosses and even imperialists and

that after doing back-breaking labor
all day, carrying out the UP's order

to produce more and win "the battle

of production," they should stay on
at night doing guard duty. Obvious
ly this meant that those who did stay

were mainly the vanguard. Most of

the workers tired of this. So that it

was essentially the vanguard that was
trapped in the factories when the mili

tary launched its attack.

On the day of the coup, the mili
tary launched a massive strike against
the factories and the shantytowns,
seeking to massacre the vanguard.

At the same time, they tried to round

up all the leaders of the left parties
as well as the UP ministers and depu

ties.

Next, the repression was directed

against the intermediate cadres. The
activists in the factories were fired, ar

rested, and murdered. The universi

ties were closed. The University of
Concepcidn, a well-known center of

the far left, was shut down and forilial-

ly abolished. The diplomas of its grad
uates were revoked. In the Universi

dad Tdcnica, the military carried out

a massacre on the first day of the
coup, slaughtering about 600 persons.
There was also a massacre at the In-

stituto Pedagogico.

There are reports that every fifteen

minutes a body is cremated in San

tiago. Many persons have seen bodies
lying in the street. Murders have been
seen in broad daylight. For example,
if someone goes out for bread or some

thing like that, he is likely to be bullied
by the Carabineros [Riot Police], and
anybody who protests is simply shot
down. There was one occasion when

the Carabineros started beating peo

ple in a food line and when some per

sons objected, the whole line was

slaughtered.

The football stadiums have been

turned into gigantic prisons in San
tiago, Concepcidn, and Antofagasta.
The island of Quiriquina has also
been converted into a prison. Innu

merable military tribunals have been
set up. There are ten in Valparaiso
alone, for example. There are a lot

of executions going on, and the junta

is threatening to punish any kind of
resistance with death. Any act of sab
otage in word or deed is supposed

to be punishable by summary execu
tion.

An all-embracing campaign of in
timidation against the population be
gan at 3:00 p.m. on September 11,
when the junta gave the order that
everyone was to remain in their

homes, that no one could be on the

streets. Many people could not get
home. For example, I had to walk

thirty-five blocks to get to my home.
The next day there was a curfew

around the clock. It was only lifted
on Thursday [September 13] at noon.
The people were kept imprisoned in
their homes. It was certain death to

be on the street.

While the military held the popu
lation pinned down and atomized this

way, they carried out almost indis

criminate mass raids. They broke into
the houses of everyone who had been
denounced by some rightist or an
other, beat up whatever persons they

found, tortured the inhabitants in front

of their families, shot some on the



spot, and dragged others away to

prison, where, needless to say, they

continued torturing them. The troops

destroyed everything they could not
carry away. They were given free rein
to take all valuables. This is the way

the putchists egged on the soldiers
to carry out the repression. They of
fered them booty.

The brunt of the repression was di

rected against the cordones [industrial
belts] and the shantytowns. Massacres
took place in the squatters' settlements

of Lo Hermida, La Legua, and Nue-
va Havana. Many of the nationalized

factories where organization of the
workers had reached its highest level
were razed. This happened to the Su-

mar and Cristaleria plants in the Vi

cuna Mackenna Corddn and to the

Cobre Cerillos plant in the Cerillos

Cordon, as well as many other fac

tories.

The armed forces were turned into

a murder machine. Many persons

were killed immediately on being ta

ken prisoner, or the next day, as it
occurred to the military. The objec

tive of the repression was to clear

the left out of all the factories and

centers, by killing them, driving them

out, and arresting them. In this way

the workers movement was decapi

tated.

Q. What is the situation now of the
political exiles who found refuge in
Chile under the UP government?

Blanco. The campaign against for
eigners is a very important aspect

of the repression in Chile. Being
pointed out as a foreigner, especially
one from another Latin American

country, can mean instant death. This

campaign is obviously not the work

of the Chilean bourgeoisie or the
putschists alone. Most of the for

eigners played no role in the gov
ernment. This is obviously an action

directed by the imperialists, by
the CIA.

Chile has been turned into a trap.
Or since the Chilean national an

them says that the country will be

either the refuge of the oppressed or
the grave of the free, perhaps we

should say that it has been turned
into a tomb.

Since Chile had opened its doors to
political refugees, many revolution
ists were concentrated there. Mainly

these were Brazilians. There were also

Argentines, Uruguayans, Bolivians,
Dominicans, Venezuelans, and others

from the Central American countries.

So the coup was an excellent oppor

tunity for the imperialists to trap this

entire vanguard. At the same time, it
could piously wash its hands of the

affair. The blame was on the junta.
The imperialists and the other Latin

American bourgeoisies could look on

innocently. They were not the ones

killing, jailing, and torturing this van
guard, only the Chilean junta. But

this was really an international re

pressive operation by the various

bourgeoisies, headed by the im

perialists.

For example, the Uruguayan and

Brazilian governments backed up the

junta in this campaign by claiming

that the persons from their coun

tries who went to Chile had the ob

jective of developing terrorist opera

tions. Thus, they gave the junta carte
blanche to murder the Uruguayan
and Brazilian compafieros.

There was an enormous pogrom,
similar to the Nazi persecution of the

Jews. Leaflets were dropped from air

planes and helicopters. The radio sta

tions called on the people to turn in

all foreigners who had come to Chile

to kill Chileans. That gave rightists
who didn't like foreigners a chance

to run to the nearest police station

and sic the military and police on
every one they knew about. There

was a good probability that those
arrested, especially if it was by the

army or the air force, would be kUled
on the spot.

Q. How were you able to get out
of the country?

Blanco. As soon as the curfew was

lifted, I had to get out of my house.
I took refuge in the Swedish Embassy
and later in the home of the Mexican

ambassador, which I was finally al
lowed to leave to come here to Mexi

co. But many Chileans who had taken

refuge in the embassy and in the am

bassador's house were not given exit
permits, and in some cases only some
members of families were allowed to

leave. For example, there was the case

of Alejandro Chilen Rojas. They gave
visas to his wife and daughter-in-law

and grandson. They are here in Mexi

co City. But he was not allowed to

leave. His crime was mainly publish
ing books. He worked for the Mantu

publishing house.

The Mexican Embassy deserves spe
cial credit for getting refugees out.
They are doing everything they can.
But don't think that it is easy to get
into the embassies. They are surround

ed by police. The day before I left

I saw them capture three persons who
were trying to make it into the am

bassador's home.

Creus. I would like to add one thing
to what Hugo said about the repres

sion. There were wholesale expulsions

of activists, mainly from the factories
of the nationalized sector that had been

seized by the workers. The junta it
self has said that 15 percent of the

workers in these plants havebeenfired.

Q. What has the Chilean experience
shown about the theory of the "peace
ful road" to socialism?

Creus. This theory did not have
much to do with reality. The class

struggle never stopped. The workers

occupied factories and the peasants
took land without asking the permis

sion of the UP. On the other hand,

the rightists kept up a constant at
tack on the government. They pres

sured the government to use the po
lice to repress the workers who want

ed to advance the process of social

ization. For example, on many occa

sions when the workers occupied the

factories, it was the Allende govern
ment itself that cleared them out. On

other occasions, it repressed the peo

ple in the shantytowns who were push
ing for direct distribution of food and

other supplies. Finally the repression
of the right escalated, and they began
attacks on factories and the poor

neighborhoods while Allende was stUl

in office.

In this whole process, the role of

the Communist and Socialist parties

was to act as a brake on the popular
mobilization. Part of their policy was
the "dialogue" with the right and the

campaign for production. They did

not tell the workers to organize so as
to advance the process, but to work

harder and harder, even in the fac

tories that were still in the hands of

the imperialists.

Although the masses were on the

offensive throughout most of the UP
government's term in office, they were
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held back by their reformist leader
ships. When the right went on the of
fensive in October, the reformists kept

the masses in a strictly defensive po
sition. The workers saw the need to

arm and talked about organizing de
fense committees. But the Allende gov
ernment said that there could be no

armed forces but the Carabineros and

the military.

Q. Did opposition to this reformist
policy develop in the Communist and
Socialist parties?

Creus. In the CP I saw only indi
vidual dissidents. In the SP there were

dissident currents but in the end they
capitulated to their reformist leader

ships. The real effect of these left cur

rents was to reinforce reformism. Mili

tant workers joined the SP in the hope
that they could win it over to a revo

lutionary line and they became
trapped in a reformist structure.

Q. How extensive was the resistance
to the coup?

Creus. There was no organized re
sistance. The workers wanted to fight.
But in the absence of a genuinely rev
olutionary organization there could
be no organized resistance. There was
some resistance by snipers. There was
some resistance by groups besieged
in places like the Instituto Pedagdgico,
but they were slaughtered. They tried
to put up a fight in the Universidad
Tdcnica, but they were massacred.

There was resistance in the shanty-
town of La Legua, but there was a
massacre there like the one in Lo

Hermida.

Q. To what extent were the workers

armed?

Creus. The left organizations had a
lot of guns. But these weapons were
not in the hands of the workers. They
were kept in special arsenals by the
leaderships. This was another aspect
of the bureaucratic organization of
the left parties. Even if the leaderships
had wanted to arm the workers, there
was no organization suited to this

task. There was the case of the gov
ernor of Talca, for example. He want
ed to resist and did put up a fight
with some persons but it was only
a small group.
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It was no good having guns, if they

were not in the hands of the workers.

And there was no organization to en

able the workers to resist in an orga

nized way. So, the resistance was mini

mal, the amount of weapons in the
hands of the workers was minimal.

But with the proper organization, the

resistance could have assumed gigan

tic proportions.

Q. Did any splits show up in the

armed forces?

Creus. There were two types of op

position to the coup. There was a

sector of the officers who were against

the take-over. It was led by Prats. But
it was very weak. Nonetheless, this
division could have been exploited by

the proletariat if it had had a really
revolutionary leadership. A reform

ist leadership could not take advan

tage of it. When Prats told Allende

that the only way out was to fire six
teen generals, Allende said he didn't

have the strength to do it. So, Prats
and the other anticoup officers had

to resign.

The common soldiers were another

matter. Among them there were rev
olutionary elements ready to fight

alongside the working class. There

was murmuring in the armed forces
against the putschist plans, rather than
active opposition. In the absence of a

revolutionary organization, such op

position could take only an isolated,

atomized form. There was a case of

a Carabinero who shot a lieutenant

and a captain and called on the others

to join him. But he was alone and
so no one else followed him and he

was killed. It is probable that such

incidents occurred in many places but
in a disorganized way.

The case of the sailors in Valparaiso
shows how the reformists disorganized
any opposition in the army. When
the sailors manifested their disapprov
al of the June 29 coup and the mili
tary's plans for a take-over, the offi

cers repressed them. And the govern
ment endorsed this repression. It ap
proved it first by its silence and later

explicitly.

Q. There are some elements in the
U. S. Communist party that accuse
the revolutionary left of provoking
the coup by promoting the national
izations and a socialist policy. What

is your opinion of that?

Creus. Those who provoked the
coup were not the left, because the
only thing that could have stopped
the coup was the advance of the strug
gles of the working class, toward more
nationalization, workers control, mea

sures that would have strengthened

workers power, including the arming
of the proletariat. These measures, as

well as encouraging the soldiers to
resist the coup, are the only thing
that could have blocked it. But instead

of advancing this development, the
UP leadership held all this back and
even assisted the repression. So it is

not the revolutionary left that
provoked the coup but the reformist
leaderships — fundamentally the Com
munist party, and also, of course,
the SP leadership.

Q. What about the MIR [Movimien-

to de Izquierda Revolucionaria - Move
ment of the Revolutionary Left]? What
kind of an alternative did it offer to
the reformist leadership of the UP?

Juliao Bordao: At no time did the

MIR really seek to win the masses

away from the UP's reformism. This

is the key for assessing the MIR. In
the period before Allende took office,

the MIR's political line could be char

acterized as ultraleft. They raided
banks and did all the things that are

called urban guerrilla warfare. But
at no time did they try to win the

masses away from reformism. Instead
they threw themselves into vanguard-

ist actions.

Then when Allende was elected, the

MIR changed its line, but they really
just turned the coin over. From a

policy of urban guerrilla warfare, they
turned to capitulating to Allende, es

sentially to an opportunist line. Al
though they retained their organiza

tional independence from the UP, they
were drawn in fundamentally behind
its policy. The line of the MIR in fact

became integrated with that of the UP.

They launched attacks periodically on
the UP, but the central aspect was
their support for it.

That is, just as they did not seek
to win the masses away from the re

formists in the first phase of their ac

tivity, so they did not do so in the

second. They tended in fact to sup
port the left wing of the Socialist party,
helping it to keep the most militant



workers from going beyond the frame
work of the UP.

Creus. As the comrade says, the

MIR was unable to build an alterna

tive mass leadership. It should

be noted that the MIR did nominally

have a caucus in the union move

ment, the Frente de Trabajadores Rev-

olucionarios [FTR — Front of Revolu

tionary Workers]. But this was only
an appendage of the MIR and suf
fered from all its defects. The MIR

was essentially a bureaucratic orga
nization and the FTR also suffered

from this bureaucratism. It was im

possible by such methods to organize
an independent workers vanguard.
The social base of the MIR was

first of all peasants and then the in

habitants of the shantytown belts

around the cities. They had very little
in the workers movement. This led

them in an opportunist way to under

estimate the cordones industrials,

which were the vanguard of the work
ing class. They put their emphasis
on the comandos comunales, which

combined the shantytowns and some

other sectors and in which the work

ers were included but in a diluted

way. No real comando comunal ex
isted; there were only embryos that

were not even on the level of the cor

dones. We were not against the co

mandos comunales, but we thought

that the fundamental thing was

to strengthen the cordones industriales,
which should have been the axis of

the comandos comunales.

Along with their opportunism, it
should be noted that there were spon-

taneist and adventurist attitudes in the

MIR. At times they planned seizing

factories and streets in sudden actions

that were not prepared by previous
mobilization of the masses and by

discussion. This obviously led to fail

ures. At times they tried to substitute
the action of groups of their own mem
bers for that of the masses. For exam

ple, when they tried to take some fac
tories back from the rightists who had
occupied them while the workers were
out, they wanted to have Mirista
groups do it, instead of trying to or
ganize the workers themselves, who
were beginning to see the need to do
this. This happened specifically in the
AG factory.

As the comrade said, they failed to

put up their own candidates in elec
tions when they had the strangth to
do so. Instead they gave uncritical

support to the leader of the SP left

wing, Altamirano.

Q. What is the role of the fascist
groups in the repression"?

Creus. Everybody is calling the jun

ta a fascist government. We don'tthink

that what exists in Chile is fascism.

1 don't say this to try to prettify the

junta any or to minimize its guilt.

This does not mean that it is any

less barbarous; it could hardly be

any more barbarous. The fact is that

if the military has not established a

fascist regime, it is not because it

doesn't want to. Fascism, as we de

fine it, is a mass movement. It in

volves political gangs repressing the

masses. But there are only the em

bryos of this type of fascist gangs
in Chile.

At present, the repression is being
carried out almost entirely by the

armed forces. If the fascists have been

involved in any of this, we have no

news of it. On the other hand, the

fascists are playing a role by inform

ing on leftists and by offering the
junta trucks and everything it needs.
But the repression, the massacres, is

being carried out by the armed forces.

Q. How great a defeat do you think
the Chilean workers have suffered?

How soon will they he able to re

cover?

Creus. The working class has suf

fered a very grave defeat. The en
tire vanguard is being crushed. The
leadership in the cordones and the
left parties is being annihilated — not
just the top leadership, but the inter
mediate leadership and now even the

activists in the factories. The entire

student body at the University of Con-
cepcion, for example, has fallen under
the repression. It is a defeat from
which it will take a long time to re-

Blanco. This is a defeat of cata

strophic proportions because it comes
in the context of a series of defeats

in Latin America. The coups in Uru

guay, Bolivia, and Brazil, for exam
ple, have reinforced the reactionaries.
Argentina is one of the few bulwarks
left. In the present situation, it rep

resents a great hope for a new rise
in Latin America.

Q. What can we do outside Chih
to help minimize this defeat?

Blanco. We have to develop a world

wide campaign to restrain the repres

sion in Chile. In the first place, we

have to stop the executions and kill

ings, many of which take place every

day. Secondly, we have to win more
humane treatment for the prisoners

and force the military to abolish its

special tribunals. The demonstrations

that occurred throughout the world

in the wake of the coup had an im

mediate effect. A few days after the
initial massacres, it was evident that

they were trying to apply some re

straint. So, 1 think that this campaign

must be continued in order to save

many lives from the slaughter that is

going on every day.
The situation of the foreigners in

Chile is extremely grave. The world
has not seen such a hysterical po

grom since the years of Nazism. This

is something that should interest not
just the left organizations but all or

ganizations that claim to uphold hu

man rights.

The demand should be raised that

the Chilean government give exit per

mits to all political exiles and give

them safe-conduct passes out of the

country. Chile has signed the Latin
American treaty on asylum, and if
it denies the right to leave to one

single exile it is violating this treaty.
So, we must demand that this treaty

be respected and that the cordons

around the Latin American embassies

be removed.

At the same time, we have to fight

to assure the exiles new places of asy
lum and keep them from being re

turned to their countries. For exam

ple, sending some Brazilians back to
their country means just killing them
in Brazil instead of Chile. The orga

nizations that defend human rights
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must campaign to get the exiles out
and to a place where they will be in

no danger. There are in fact Brazil
ians who have been forced to take

refuge in their own embassy because

in the face of the kind of terror the

Chilean junta has unleashed, they pre

ferred to die in their own country.

It should be pointed out that many

of the Brazilians who were in Chile

had never participated in the revolu
tionary movement but were studying,

or working, or had some other non-
political reason to be in the country.

U.S. Imperialism and Chile

But the fact that they have to escape

from Chile —because it is a capital

crime there now to be a Brazilian —

means that they cannot return to Bra

zil, because going back under these

conditions means that they wouid un

questionably be regarded as political
criminals.

It is important to expose the junta's
almost unprecedented campaign of ter

ror against the population. Despite
stories of armed resistance, what has

been going on has been essentially

a massacre of a defenseless people. □

The Global Struggle for Row Materials
By Dick Roberts

The September 11 coup in Chile
reconfirms a central tenet of Lenin's
theory of imperialism: the ever in
creasing need of the advanced capi
talist countries to monopolize sources
of raw materials in the underdeveloped
world.

Lenin wrote in Imperialism (1917):
"The principal feature of modern cap
italism is the domination of the monop
olist combines of the big capitalists.
These monopolies are most firmly es
tablished when all the sources of raw
materials are controlled by the one
group. And we have seen with what
zeal the international capitalist com
bines exert every effort to make it im
possible for their rivals to compete
with them; for example by buying up
mineral lands, oil fields, etc. Colonial
possession alone gives complete guar
antee of success to the monopolies
against all the risks of the struggle
with competitors, including the risk
that the latter wUl defend themselves
by means of a law establishing a
state monopoly. The more capitalism
is developed, the more the need for
raw materials is felt; the more bitter
competition becomes, and the more
feverishly the hunt for raw materials
proceeds throughout the whole world,
the more desperate becomes the strug
gle for acquisition of colonies."

A number of aspects of the develop
ment of imperialism in the period after
World War II seemed at first glance
to contradict Lenin. Most of the colo

nial possessions of Dutch, French, and
British imperialism in Asia and Africa
won formal political independence. Im
perialist investment as a whole pro
ceeded more rapidly in the advanced
countries than in the underdeveloped
countries. Furthermore, investment in
the underdeveloped countries increas
ingly shifted towards manufacturing
industries, rather than the agricultural
and extractive industries that constitute
sources of raw materials.

The net fixed assets of all U. S.-
owned foreign affiliates in 1970 was
$69,012 million. Of this 51% were
located in only six countries: Canada,
27%; United Kingdom, 11%; West
Germany, 7%; France, 4%; and Bel
gium-Luxembourg, 2%. Mexico and
Brazil occupy a special position in
U. S. investment in the underdeveloped
world. In 1970, Mexico had 2% and
Brazil 3% of total U.S. foreign in
vestment.

U. S. foreign investment in the rest
of the world stood at $29,862 million
(44%). In terms of industries this
broke down as follows: agriculture
1%; mining and smelting 4%; petro
leum 42%; manufacturing 34%; pub
lic utilities 8%; trade 4%; finance 3%;
insurance, negligible; other 4%.
{Implications of Multinational Firms
for World Trade and Investment and
for U. S. Trade and Labor, Commit
tee on Finance, United States Senate,
February 1973, pp. 404-5.)

Moreover, nationalization is increas
ingly taking place in the "neocolonies."
Before Salvador Allende was elected
president of Chile in 1970, Christian
Democrat Eduardo Frei Montalvahad
formed "mixed companies," in which
the Chilean government owned 51 per
cent, of the giant U. S. copper com
panies Anaconda, Kennecott, and Cer-
ro. Even more noteworthy is the in
creasing ownership of Middle East oil
demanded by the Arab and Iranian
governments.

Nevertheless, none of these develop
ments contradicts Lenin's basic thesis.

The overwhelming majority of raw ma
terials in the underdeveloped world re
main owned and controlled by im
perialist monopolies. This is in
creasingly necessary from the stand
point of profits. And to the extent
that one or another neocolony has
succeeded in nationalizing or partly
nationalizing foreign holdings, impe
rialism's drive to tighten its hold else
where has been all the more reinforced.

The increasing instability of U. S. oil
holdings in the Middle East, for ex
ample, is certainly one of the factors
that impelled Nixon to press for vic
tory in Southeast Asia, with the po
tential reward of oil leases in the South
China Sea. Moreover, it is a factor in
Washington's detente with Moscow.
The imperialists are hoping to gain
Moscow's help in maintaining U. S.
control of oil resources in the Middle
East and at the same time are look
ing toward a long-term, possibly more
stable, source of natural gas in the
Soviet Union's Siberian fields.

Raw Materials Consumption

Central to imperialist strategy is the
fact that the United States consumes
more raw materials than can be do
mestically produced. The dispropor
tion is growing. Harry Magdoff
emphasizes this point in The Age of
Imperialism (1969). "It is true," writes
Magdoff, "that in recent years techni
cal innovations have increased the util

ity of domestic ores. Nevertheless, the
tendency to increasing reliance on for
eign sources of supply persists, part
ly to get one's money's worth out of
an investment already made, partly
as a protective device to keep the les
ser quality ore sources in reserve, and
partly for immediate financial advan
tage where foreign ores are more eco
nomical. As specialists in the field see
it, in the absence of a further break-
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through in technology that would
make the very low grade iron ore, de

rived from taconite and similar rock,

decidedly cheaper than foreign ore, the
prognosis is for increased reliance of

our steel industry on foreign sources
of ore. Thus, it is anticipated that
about half of the iron ore to be con

sumed in 1980 will be met by foreign
sources, and that by 2000 the import
ratio will reach 75 percent."

Magdoff cites the example of the
jet engine—a commodity whose use
fulness to the imperialists goes far
beyond commercial air travel. Of the
six critical materials used in the jet

engine, three are entirely imported:
columbium from Brazil, Canada, and

Mozambique; chromium from South

Africa, Turkey, Rhodesia, the Philip
pines, and Iran; cobalt from Zaire,
Morocco, Canada, and Zambia.

The physical dependence of the

United States on foreign sources of

raw materials is summarized in the

following list adapted from U. S. News

& World Report, December 4, 1972.
Of the total world output of key min

erals each year, the United States uses

the following proportions:

Natural gas 57%
Silver 42%

Lead 36%

Aluminum 35%

Petroleum 32%

Tin 32%

Nickel 30%

Copper 27%

Steel 19%

Coal 16%

Thus, according to U. S. News, "with
5 per cent of the world's people, [the]
U.S. consumes 30 per cent of world's

minerals."

There is hardly a sharper expres
sion of the fundamentally predatory
character of imperialism. What is most

important from the standpoint of the

present discussion, however, is that

dependency is increasing. A 1971 re

port by the Committee on Interior and

Insular Affairs of the U. S. Senate de-

ciared: "The United States consumes

between 30 and 40 percent of the to

tal world [nonfuel] minerals produc

tion. If present demand trends con

tinue and unless future recycling and
reuse augment supply, the U. S. de

mand for primary minerals is expec
ted to increase an estimated 400 per

cent by the year 2000."
A projection of the increasing de

pendence on imported minerals adap

ted from U. S. Department of the In

terior data appeared in an article by
Lester R. Brown in the November

5, 1972, New York Times. It is sum

marized in the following table show
ing minerals imported as a percentage
of minerals consumed by the United
States in the given years, with pro

jected figures for the year 2000:

1950 1970 2000

Aluminum 64 85 98

Chromium — 100 100

Copper 31 0 56

Iron 8 30 67

Lead 39 31 67

Manganese 88 100 100

Nickel 94 90 89

Phosphate 8 0 2

Potassium 14 42 61

Sulfur 2 0 52

Tin 77 — 100

Tungsten — 50 97

Zinc 38 59 84

Brown, a senior fellow with

the Washington Overseas Development

Council, wrote, "In per capita terms,

Americans consume perhaps 20 times

as much metallic ore as the average
person living in the poorest countries.

"If the consumption levels of these
countries should ever begin to
approach those now prevailing in the

rich countries, pressures on mineral

supplies, particularly of the scarcer

minerals, would quickly become
a matter of global concern.

"For example, in 1967 the average
American consumed approximately

one ton of steel, whUe worldwide [per

capita] consumption was 0.17 tons.

To raise the present global popula
tion to United States consumption

levels would require a sixfold expan

sion of production."
Brown, of course, finds such an ex

pansion inconceivable. And it is incon

ceivable under conditions of monopoly

rule. Yet it would be a different matter

und^r social conditions in which world
production was planned and run for

the benefit of the world's population

instead of the privileged few.

Monopoly Control
It is not only a question of phys

ical consumption — the use value of

commodities — but also a question of

who owns them. After all, one could

argue, precisely because the U. S. need
for raw materials is increasing, the

neocolonies have an advantage. They

could take over the companies and sell

the raw materials to the United States

in a seller's market, with demand ex

ceeding supply, and consequently at

ever higher prices! However, monop

oly profit rates in the extractive indus
tries depend on the ability of the mo

nopolists to exploit the labor of the
underdeveloped countries and to sell

the product under world market condi
tions in which production (and conse
quently prices) are controlled. Only
through cartelization —the rigging of
world production and prices by a few

monopolists in each industry — can the

monopolists suppress self-defeating cut
throat competition and maintain mo

nopoly profit rates. And that requires
private ownership and the political
power to coerce governments.

For example, the ability of the U. S.-

dominated international petroleum

cartel to keep Japanese oil investment

in the Middle East at a minimum, and

consequently to keep Japan dependent

on Western oil, is primarily a political

not a monetary question.

Paul Sweezy described a "classical"
situation in his 1958 study of the

profit structure of Standard OH of New
Jersey. He restated the results of his

investigation in his and Paul Baran's

Monopoly Capital (1966). In 1958,
the percentage distribution by region

of assets and profits of Standard OH
(now Exxon) was as follows:

Assets Profits

U.S. and

Canada 67 34

Latin

America 20 39

Eastern

Hemi

sphere 13 27

"While two thirds of Jersey's assets
were located in North America, only
one third of its profits came from that

region," Sweezy and Bar an wrote in

Monopoly Capital. "Or to put the point
differently, Jersey's foreign investments

were half as large as its domestic

investments but its foreign profits were

twice as large as its domestic profits.

The indicated profit rate abroad is

thus four times the domestic rate."

Moreover, we can be certain that if

the study were repeated today, the re
sults would be even more pronounced.

That is because the percentage of
Exxon's holdings located in the Middle
East — where the ratio of profits to in

vestment is highest — would be much

greater than it was in 1958. Addi-
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tionally it should be underlined that

the reinvestment of the extractive in

dustries' profits in the foreign nations
where they are located is sufficient for
the expansion that is undertaken in

most cases. The ratio of profits to
initial investment is thereby all the
more increased.

Further, under the now prevailing
conditions of intensified competition
among monopolies of advanced cap

italist countries for international mar

kets, the monopolies' need for control

of raw materials will be exacerbated.

As control of markets for finished

products is undermined by interna
tional competition, the monopolists

have ever greater need for access to

and control of sources of cheap raw

materials. The search for these re

sources will take on a more rapacious
and frenzied character. The underde

veloped world cannot escape the vicis

situdes of intensified international mo

nopoly competition. In fact, it will be

forced, as always in the epoch of im
perialism, to bear a disproportionate
share of the burden of imperialist con

tradictions.

When to this is added the fact that

the No. 1 bastion of imperialism, the

United States, which already consumes
30% to 40% of the world'.s raw materi

als, aims to increase its share at the

expense of its imperialist rivals as well
as of the neocolonies, the explosive

content of the struggle for raw
materials is clearly revealed. "In the

period of crisis the hegemony of the
United States will operate more com
pletely, more openly, and more ruth
lessly than in the period of boom,"
Trotsky wrote in the 1928 "Draft Pro
gram of the Comintern." "The United

States will seek to overcome and ex

tricate herself from her difficulties and

maladies primarily at the expense of
Europe, regardless of whether this oc

curs in Asia, Canada, South America,

Australia, or Europe itself, or whether
this takes place peacefully or through
war."

The interimperialist war that Trotsky
foresaw in 1928 did not solve the

central contradictions of imperialism
that brought it about. They are re-
emerging on a world scale. And since

a new interimperialist war is virtually
precluded because of the even greater
hegemony of the United States today
than in the 1920s when Trotsky was
writing, it is all the more incumbent

upon us to pay attention to the ways
in which imperialism "resolves" its con-
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tradictions short of interimperialist

world war.

U.S. Investment in Chile

U. S. investment in Latin America

has been on a sharp upswing since

the early 1960s, as the graph from
the September 12, 1970, issue of 5mS!-
ness Week shows.

U.S. business' stake

in Latin America

Before Allende was elected in 1970,

Chile was taking its place alongside
Mexico, Brazil, and to a lesser extent

Argentina and Puerto Rico, as a rap
idly expanding market for U. S. multi
national investment. Second only to
Brazil, Chile had received $600 mUlion

in U. S. "aid" (primarily military hard
ware) during the six-year period of
the Frei government.

In their contribution to The Chilean

Road to Socialism (Dale L. Johnson,
ed., 1973) entitled "Multinational Cor

porations and Chile," James D. Cock-

roft, Henry Frundt, and Dale L. John
son wrote: "At the time Allende as

sumed office, more than one hundred

U. S. corporations had established

themselves in Chile. Among these were
twenty-four of the top thirty U. S.-hased
multinational corporations. These in
cluded the major auto producers, four
of the biggest oil companies, Dow and
DuPont chemicals, Interna -onal Tele
phone & Telegraph (ITT), and other
big industrials. In recent years the
ranks of the industrials had been

joined by multinational banks and

corporations operating in the service

sectors."

The hook value of these investments

was nearly $1 thousand million, with

ITT's telephone company ranking
highest, at $200 million, according

to Business Week, April 10, 1971.

Cockroft, Frundt, and Johnson de

scribe the operations of another con
glomerate, the Rockefeller Internation
al Basic Economy Corporation: "IBEC
operates in thirty-three countries and
in 1970 derived 60 per cent of its
profits from Latin America, although
only 33 per cent of its assets were in

the region. In Chile, IB EC has a
ready-mix cement plant, a petroleum-

products manufacturing and mar
keting concern, a construction firm,
a mining enterprise, and four invest

ment and management companies.
Through these investment companies

Rockefeller interests have penetrated

many Chilean firms. IBEC now partic
ipates in thirteen of the twenty-five
largest Chilean corporations and con

trols over 50 per cent of the stock

in three of them. In short, IBEC in

Chile operates as ITT does every

where: it grows by achieving financial
control of more and more independent

firms."

Thus the most powerful sector of

U. S. finance capital, the Rockefeller

empire itself, tries to solve the problem
of overproduction of capital, of "sup
erabundant capital" as Lenin called

it in Imperialism, by swallowing up
small manufacturing firms in Latin
America. Finance capital, which has
already monopolized the extractive in
dustries, spreads into manufacturing
and services.

That process will tend to weaken

the indigenous bourgeoisies and tie
them more closely to the imperialist

power. Sectors of the "national bour

geoisie" are transformed into a rentier

class. They relinquish their own firms

for the "blue chip" securities of the
American firms that have bought them
out. This, by the way, becomes an

added cause of the balance of pay
ments deficits of the underdeveloped
countries: The indigenous bourgeoisie
invests more in the U. S. stock and

bond markets than U. S. corporations

invest in the underdeveloped countries.
In Chile, however, the economic cen-

trality of the copper trusts still dwarfed

the relatively small-scale incursions of

foreign capital into the manufacturing
and service industries. When the book

value of all U. S. investment in Chile

stood at roughly $1 thousand million.



with ITT at $200 mUlion or 20%,

the book values of the copper firms

were: Cerro, $15 million; Kennecott,

$80 million; and Anaconda, $186 mil

lion. Thus, even in 1970 the interests

of the copper firms amounted to 28%
of total U. S. investment.

But this understates the case because

these are figures after Fret's 51% na
tionalization. The April 10,1971, Just

ness Week stated: "The total U. S. in

vestment in copper in Chile is general
ly said to be around $600-million."
So that in book-value terms the copper
interests prior to Fret's nationaliza

tion came close to 50% of U. S. invest

ment.

An ironic admission of the under

stated book values of these corpora

tions came in Anaconda's claim in

1971 that "the new Marxist govern
ment of Chile has stolen $1.2 billion

[milliard] worth of mines and prop

erties from the Anaconda Company."

The Wall Street Journal reported

January 6, 1971, that "Anaconda
stands to lose heavily by the expropria
tion. Its Chilean holdings have been

valued at about $400 million in three

major mines. The company estimates

that two thirds of its total annual

copper sales of $600 mUlion come

from Chile." The same article re

ported that a quarter of Kennecott's
copper was mined in Chile. These two

firms had reaped monopoly profits
for decades.

In The Chilean Road to Socialism,

the Chile Research Group at Rutgers
University notes: "According to the
U. S. Department of Commerce, in the

period between 1953 and 1968 U.S.

mining and smelting operations in

Chile (about 90 per cent copper)
earned $1,036 million, while new in

vestments and reinvestment of profits

together totaled only $71 million." A

return of almost fifteen times invest

ment. This is the typical monopoly
profit rate in the extractive industries

of the underdeveloped world (although
the rates in petroleum tend to be

higher).*

*It may be asked why, if the profit rates
are so high in the extractive industries,
the imperialists do not invest more in
these industries? The answer is that

monopoly profit rates depend on re
stricted production. An increase in invest
ment does not produce a proportional

increase in profits. Thus, the raw-

materials monopolies tend to become

closed off. They cannot provide extensive

An indication of the long-term im

portance of the Chilean copper com

panies in the world investment patterns
of U. S. imperialism is the close ties

of these companies to the central fi

nancial sectors of the American ruling

class. Cockroft, Frundt, and Johnson

observe: "The Stillman-Rockefellers

First National City share control of

Anaconda Copper with the Morgan
interest group. Ten of the twenty-four

top multinationals in Chile share di
rectors with First National City Bank.

"The Morgan interest group has a

strong presence in Chile through its

ties to Kennecott Copper and other
corporations present in the country.

The Morgans [partners in the Mor
gan banking group] also have an
interest in Anaconda copper (as well

as another major copper producer not

in Chile, American Smelting and Re

fining)." The third of the major copper

Arms in Chile, Cerro, was founded by

the J. P. Morgan Co. in 1902.

In the period just prior to Allende's
coming to power, the copper trusts

had begun a large expansion

program. Chilean copper accounts for

21% of the world's proven copper re
serves. Given the long-term expecta
tion of increased demand for copper,

especially in the United States itself,

the copper trusts were preparing to

reap the profits. This is why in the

last period of the Christian Democratic

government an estimated $500 million

had been poured into the three copper

firms aimed at expanding production
from 685,000 metric tons in 1970

to a future capacity of "well over a

million tons," according to the April

11, 1971, Neu) York Times.

Behind-the-Scenes

Strangulation
Marxists are not "economic determi-

nists" pure and simple. In fact, the
level of class consciousness of the Chil

ean workers —and of oppressed peo

ples internationally—was more deter

minative of the specific history of Chile
in the Allende period than the place

Chile occupied in the sphere of U. S.

imperialist investment.
From the outset Washington believed

that it was too risky to directly inter-

outlets for "overproduced capital," which
consequently tends increasingly to flow
into manufacturing investments in the

underdeveloped countries.

vene with U. S. military forces in Chile,
given the world unpopularity of the
U. S. aggression in Southeast Asia and
the political sophistication of the Chil

ean masses themselves. The New York

Times spelled out this opinion from

the start. "There is no point in trying
to minimize the importance of what

has happened in Chile," the Times

editors lamented on September 6,
1970, as they announced Salvador
Allende's election victory.

"This result, unprecedented in the

Americas and virtually without paral
lel anywhere, is a heavy blow at lib
eral democracy. It may mark the de
mise of the ailing Alliance for Prog

ress, which was undertaken 'to im

prove and strengthen democratic in

stitutions.' "

The words, of course, are the hypo

critical jargon of liberalism, but the

meaning is plain enough. In the same

editorial the Times emphasized: "All

the United States can do in this situa

tion is to keep hands off, behave cor

rectly and hope for the best. Dr. Allen
de is a Chilean, preferred by a plural
ity—though not a majority —of Chil
ean voters. . . . Whatever troubles

Chile may face would only be com

pounded by even the appearance of
American interference."

That analysis signified that world
imperialism would resort to behind-
the-scenes strangulation: The Chilean
market was boycotted and its credit
was cut short. But overt and covert

"aid" to the Chilean military—where

the imperialists' best hopes remained

— was continued.

Lenin's central political message in

Imperialism (and Trotsky's theme in
the "Draft Program of the Comintern"
cited above) was that the world
imperialists, having "divided" interna
tional markets among themselves, do

not bring humankind closer to peace.

They prepare the ground for further
war.

There cannot be a long-term perspec

tive of "peacefully coexisting" with the
oppressive system of imperialism.
Whether one is talking about the rela
tions between postcapitalist states and

imperialism or between theneocolonies

and the big powers — or between the
workers of the advanced countries and

their own ruling classes — the watch
word must be "prepare for the final
struggle." The Unidad Popular's fail
ure to grasp this central principle of
Leninism was its fatal error. □
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Eleven Algerians Killed in Wove of Violence

Immigrant Workers in France Fight Racism With Strikes
By Jon Rothschild

In an editorial published near the

end of August, Le Meridional, mass-
circulation daily in Marseille, the sec
ond largest city in France, had this
to say about immigrant workers in

southern France:

"We have had enough of Algerian
thieves, Algerian thugs, Algerian brag
garts, Algerian troublemakers, Alger
ian syphilitics, Algerian pimps, Al
gerian lunatics, and Algerian killers."

Around the same time, slogans like
"Marseille will not be Harlem" and

"Stop the brown threat" began appear
ing on the walls of the city. The po
grom atmosphere was more than just
a mood. Between August 25 and Sep
tember 19, at least eleven Algerians
were murdered; Arab cafes were at

tacked; scores of Algerians, Moroc
cans, and Tunisians were assaulted.

And concurrently with the series of
"unofficial" acts of violence, the Pom
pidou government stepped up "legal"
harassment of the immigrant workers
— identity checks, expulsions, and so
on.

The Algerian workers in France are

supposed to be under the protection of
the Algerian government and its af
filiated agencies, the immigrants being
citizens (formally, at least) of Algeria.
But the Boumedienne regime has been
less than militant in defending the
rights (or even the lives) of its na
tionals. On September 5, for example,
while the racist hysteria was already
well under way, Boumedienne himself
commented in an interview with the

Paris daily Le Monde-.

"We observed the greatest modera
tion when Algerians were murdered,
so as not to incite hatred [!]. But there

are situations that are hard to accept.
It is a question of dignity.
"I teil you frankly: If the French

government does not want our work

ers, let it say so. We will take them
back. No doubt that would pose prob
lems for us, but we have overcome

much more difficult situations. If, on
the other hand, France needs our

workers, then the government is duty-
bound to protect them."
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The France-based organization
(semiofficially tied to the Algiers re

gime) that is supposed to look after

the rights of Algerian workers in
France is an outfit called Amicale des

Algeriens, or Brotherhood of Al
gerians, generally known simply as
the Amicale. In face of the racist at

tacks hitting immigrant workers in
France, the Amicale has intransigent-
ly maintained Boumedienne's "moder

ation." Far from averting hatred, that

moderation has fostered it.

So the Algerians (and theMoroccans

and Tunisians) have turned elsewhere

for support. On September 14, in re

sponse to a call issued by the Mouve-
ment des Travailleurs Arabes (MTA —
Movement of Arab Workers), Al
gerians, Moroccans, and Tunisians

conducted a general strike in Paris —

their first ever. Thousands of immi

grants in various branches of industry
(and some French workers, too)
walked off the job to protest the wave
of racism. The Paris strike came less

than two weeks after similar actions

in the Bouches-du-Rhone region in the
south. The Pompidou government, al
ready facing the struggle of the Lip
workers, the Lip solidarity movement,
and the antimilitarist movement both

inside and outside the army, found it
self confronted by yet another enemy:
the hitherto relatively quiescent immi
grant workers.

Racist Campaign Is Launched

Much of the capitalist press — both
in France and internationally — has
maintained that the racist campaign
began on August 25. On that day,
Emile Gerlache, a Marseille bus driv

er, was stabbed to death by Salah
Bougrine, an Algerian worker. Bou-
grine was assaulted and nearly
lynched by a mob. Newspapers like
Le Meridional, in concert with fascist

groups, took the murder of Gerlache

as the occasion to kick off a series of

attacks on Algerians. On thevery after
noon of August 25 a group was or

ganized that named itself the Comite
de Defense des Marsellais (Committee
to Defend the People of Marseille); it
just happened to have the same ad

dress as the Marseille headquarters of

the Front National (National Front),
the coalition of far-right and fascist
groups that includes the formally

banned Ordre Nouveau (New Order).
It is true that August 25 was the

point at which the racist campaign

first attained significant breadth. But

to imply that the Gerlache murder

spontaneously touched off a surge of
racism would be far from accurate.

The September 21 Le Monde pub

lished a chronological account of some
of the "incidents" that have marked

the campaign against the immigrants.
It begins this way: "June 9. The Ordre

Nouveau movement, during its third
national congress in Paris, announces
a campaign to call upon Frenchmen

to 'reject wildcat immigration.'"

Ordre Nouveau's decision was well-

considered. Given the general leftward
movement of French politics, the

growth of the far left, and the weak
ness of the far right, the immigrant

issue seemed the only one that offered
real potential for intervening and try

ing to turn the political situation

around. And further, the projected

campaign fit in well with the usual tac

tics of the bourgeoisie, which still finds
racism one of its most powerful wea

pons in opposing workers upsurges.

Ordre Nouveau's campaign bore

fruit as early as June 12. On that day,

in Grasse, about fifty immigrant work

ers demonstrating for better living con

ditions were arrested after being at

tacked by cops and a racist mob.
On June 18, Minister of Labor, Em

ployment, and Population Georges
Gorse announced that he would take

firm measures to "regularize" immigra
tion by the end of September. On the
same day, expulsion proceedings were

initiated against Pastor Berthier Per-
ragaux, a Swiss citizen who was Mar

seille representative of an immigrant

aid committee and an activist in the

Comity de Sclidarite aux Travailleurs



Immigres (Committee of Solidarity
with Immigrant Workers).

The next major step in the Ordre
Nouveau campaign was to have been
a mass meeting in the Mutuality in

Paris on June 21. But the meeting was

confronted by an antifascist demon

stration several times its size orga

nized by nine far-ieft organizations,

principaiiy the Ligue Communiste,
then the French section of the Fourth

International. The antifascist demon

strators were attacked by police de

fending the Ordre Nouveau meeting.
Violent clashes followed, and the Pom

pidou government took the occasion

to outlaw the Ligue, adding in an

attempt to appear impartial that Ordre

Nouveau would be banned aswell.

The massive campaign to defend
the Ligue against government repres

sion helped to mobilize public opin
ion against the fascist anti-immigra
tion campaign and managed tempo
rarily to thwart the Ordre Nouveau's
plans.

But racism corresponds to a need

of the French ruling class in the cur

rent political climate. Throughout the
month of August, Minister of the In
terior Raymond Marcellin continued
to institute expulsion proceedings
against immigrants, declaring on Au
gust 4: "1 will continue to expel ail
foreigners who disturb public order."
Thus, August 25 was not the begin

ning of the racist campaign; it was
only a turning point. An important
one, though. In the middle of Sep
tember, the Amicale released a list
of Arab workers who had fallen vic

tim to pogromist violence:

Laaj Lounes, a sixteen-year-oid,
beaten to death August 28; Abdei

Ahab Hemahan, 21, died in Marseille
August 29 after having his skull
smashed; Said Aounallah, 27, shot

to death in Marseille on the night of
August 25-26; Rashid Mouka, 26, shot
to death in Marseille August 25; Ham-
mu Mebarki, 40, wounded August 26,

died August 29 in Marseille; Said Ghii-
ias, 40, attacked August 29 in Mar

seille, died the next day; Bensaia Me-
kernef, 39, found seriously wounded,

died September 29 in Marseille; Rabah

Mouzzali, 30, shot to death August 25

in Perreux; Ahmed Rezki, 28, shot

to death in front of his home in Metz

August 29; Mohammed Benbourek,
43, found floating in a river near

Maubeuge September 9; Said Ziar,

Gianfranco Gorgonl

Algerian Immigrant workers live in slums like these. Strikes organized in Paris and
southern France to protest racist violence were unprecedented.

43, arrested September 15 in Tours,

found dead the next day (a physician

called in by the police attributed the
death to natural causes).

The list includes only murders. It

does not deal with the many beatings

or attacks on Arab cafes and neigh

borhoods.

On August 29 Yves Perche, region
al delegate of the Front National
from the Bouches-du-Rhone region,

held a press conference sponsored by

the Comity de Defense des Marseillais

at which he announced that the com

mittee had launched a national cam

paign to accumulate 10,000 signatures
on a petition against "wildcat immi

gration." He said that more than 1,500

names had already been collected.

Immigrant Workers Fight Bock

The Pompidou regime, which made

no effort to stem the racist campaign

but supplemented it through its legal
proceedings against immigrants, must

have assumed that the moderation of

the Amicale, so useful in the past,

would once again serve to prevent the
immigrants from acting in their own
defense. That was a mistake. On

September 3, North Africans through

out the Bouches-du-Rhone area went

on strike to protest "the racist cam

paign led by sections of the press

aimed at isolating the Arab workers

from the French population." They

appealed to all antiracists to support

then- action. The strike was called by

the MTA. The Amicale announced on

the morning of September 3 that it

had not signed the strike appeal be

cause "this is a time for calm, not for

agitation." It is "emotion and fear,"

Amicale claimed, "that the Arabs are

now relating to, not strike appeals."

And further, it appealed "earnestly to

all Arabs to maintain calm and com

posure, to attend in normal fashion

to ail their responsibilities."

Amicale's appeal did not go over

well. "At Fos," Le Monde reported

September 4, "the strike was 100 per

cent effective, with about 3,000 North

African workers on strike. It was also

100 percent in Aix-en-Provence.

"More generally, it was reported by
an official source that some 60 percent

of the 30,000 North African workers

in Bouches-du-Rhone responded to the

strike appeal."

The official estimate was almost

certainly too low. "More than 30,000
were on strike," reported the Septem-

Interconfinenfal Press



ber 7 Rouge, formerly the organ of
the Ligue Communiste. "The strike
movement spread from the Ciotat
[where the MTA headquarters are] to
Aix, to Fos, to Marseille, to Toulon.
The breadth of the MTA-organized re
sponse to the racist wave surprised the
traditional organizations.

"The Amicale des Algeriens, which
is devoted to keeping the workers un

der tight control so as to avoid dis
rupting French-Algerian diplomatic
relations and which has protested the

racist wave only verbally, was espe
cially surprised. As was the CGT
[Confederation Gdnerale du Travail —
General Confederation of Labor],

whose local leadership had declared

in a statement published in the Com
munist party daily Marseillaise that
it would give no support to a 'political
maneuver that threatens to isolate the

immigrants.'"

The size of the strike was par

ticularly significant in that it was
scarcely organized at all. The Septem
ber 5 Le Monde reported that in Fos

(where the strike was 100 percent ef
fective) it was built by a handful of
MTA members who hung up posters

and started a telephone campaign.

"These strikes," wrote the September

7 Rouge, "were an initial response
and, at the same time, a first step in

consciousness. They marked a re

awakening, an embryo of organiza
tion. They are a political weapon of
prime importance, but they did not
offer much perspective for the future."

Rouge noted that the relative lack
of organization was enabliftg the
Amicale to recoup some its lost pres
tige. "After this first mass initiative,

the next problem that must be con

fronted is that of the organization of
the immigrant workers communities,

the self-defense of their neighborhoods,
and the strengthening of their soii-

darity with the French workers."

The MTA also realized the need for

organization, being itself somewhat

taken by surprise by the massive re

sponse of the immigrants to its strike

call. On September 7 an antiracist

meeting was held in Marseille spon
sored by about twenty organizations,

among them Rouge and the MTA.
It was addressed by Alain Krivine,

a central leader of the ex-Ligue Com
muniste, as well as by representatives

of the MTA and several other immi

grant workers solidarity groups.

About 700 persons, according to Le
Monde, attended the meeting.

The next day, about 120 delegates
representing neighborhood commit
tees of the MTA met to discuss further

action. They decided to call for a
strike of immigrant workers in the
Paris area on September 14. "We are
striking against racism, not against
tbe French workers," said a statement

released by the meeting. The strike
was to be highlighted by a 2:00 p.m.
meeting at the Paris mosque "to pay
homage to all victims of racism." The
MTA appealed to French workers to
join in the mosque meeting. Strike
committees were set up to organize

the action and to "make contact with

French workers organizations."

The Paris strike, while not quite so

solid as the ones in the south, was

big enough to make an impact on the
Paris economy. The September 15 Le
Monde reported tbat nearly all foreign
workers in the Citroen auto plants

walked out, that most construction

sites in Montparnasse were shut
down, and that the giant Renault
Boulogne-Billancourt factory was

heavily affected. The number of strik
ers ran into the thousands.

In an interview published in the

September 21 Rouge, a leader of the
MTA commented on the strike's signif

icance:

"If the strike movement had re

mained confined to Marseille, it could

not have been considered as a long-

term advance in consciousness. In

Marseille the strike represented an im

mediate, activist response to the daily

threat of attack in a city that is be
coming for Arabs what the United
States is for Blacks. In Paris, the mo

bilization required a higher level of
consciousness. What occurred was a

forceful, united demonstration against

racism. What has been achieved is

unity of all the Arab workers. That
gives them more than their usual
weight."

But it was more than just unity,

important as that was. For about a
year, immigrant workers had been
conducting hunger strikes against

repressive measures taken against
them. "But that was not enough," the

MTA leader told Rouge. "The hunger

strikes demonstrated the absolutely

desperate situation of the immigrants.

But they were a defensive form of ac
tion. In Marseille, Paris, and Toulouse

we have just now waged a battle for

the right to strike, for the right to be
fully recognized as workers. That will
enable the immigrant workers to look
at themselves in a totally different

light. It has created a relationship
of forces so there can be unity with

the French workers without paternal

ism.

"Against the expulsion orders, for
example, or in the struggle against
the Fontanet-Gorse memoranda [re

stricting immigrants' rights], no last
ing success is possible without unity
with the French workers, because these
things involve direct tests of strength
with the French regime. It is this unity

in action that must be achieved. We

are in favor of mixed committees of

French and immigrant workers strug
gling for equal rights while mutually
respecting differences."

The MTA is continuing its organiz
ing drive. A main focus of activity
at this point is trying to prevent the
government from expelling immigrant
activists from the country. Already
two expulsions have been prevented
by determined action.
"For the MTA," Rouge wrote Septem

ber 21, "without the independent mobi
lization and organization of the im

migrant workers around questions
involving their own living conditions,
all militant action and all political ac

tion with the French workers would

be artificial. As an MTA leader ex

plained, 'The risks are not the same.
In a strike, a French worker risks
being fired; but an immigrant risks
expulsion from the country.' The
strikes in Marseille, Paris, and Tou

louse have lifted the brakes.

"And not only in France.
"As an MTA leader said, 'The Arab

countries are going to have to learn
to take account of the 1,500,000 im

migrant workers in France.'" □

Wait Till He Has to Feed Them Beans
A Caiifornia lion-tamer who was bitten

by one of his lions during a recent per
formance explained that the incident hap
pened because he could no longer afford
to feed the animals beef and had been
giving them chicken instead.

Hustler Hustled
A U. S. director of the International

Monetary Fund was stopped outside the
IMF meeting in Nairobi by two men who
said they were police. After inspecting his
wallet, the two "policemen" removed $150
in currency, which they said would have
to be "registered" at the police station.
The two haven't been seen since.
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Jose Rucci, CGT Head, Assassinated by Guerrillas

Peronist Regime Maneuvers to Repress the Left
By Gerry Foley

"We are firmly anti-Marxist. What
happened in Chile shows that Allende
fell victim to his sectarianism, to a
tendency to excess in his policy. . . .
I am sure that we will tame the guer
rillas. Chile has taught us a lot of
things. Either the guerrillas will stop
disturbing the peace of the country
or we will force them to do so with

the means at our disposal, which, be
lieve me, are not few. The Chilean

events closed the last safety valve the

Argentine guerrillas had. ... I warn
Cuba not to play the same game here
that it did in Chile because in Ar

gentina a rather violent action could

be unleashed. . . . If the guerrillas are
stubborn, the same thing will happen
here as happened in Santiago. The
ones who bear the responsibility for
that were not the military but the guer
rillas."

General Juan Domingo Peron, a lov
er of maxims, which make up the
"doctrine" of his "social justice move
ment," apparently had not forgotten
that "it's an ill wind that blows no

one any good." The Chilean coup ob
viously emboldened him to turn

sharply against his left-wing followers.
Nor was he slow to launch this of

fensive. The above statements were

made in an interview with the Gior-

nale D'ltalia on Monday, September
24, the day after he was elected pres
ident of Argentina, winning 62 per
cent of the vote. They were quoted
in the September 27 issue of the Bue
nos Aires weekly magazine Panora

ma, which recognized them as a dec

laration of war on the left.

The start of the offensive was

marked not only by the caudillo's
hard words but by immediate repres
sive measures. On the same day that
the "people's general" made these

shameless statements, giving back

handed support to the bloody coup
in Chile, the Peronist caretaker gov
ernment, which by closing the Andean
border probably condemned to death
many supporters of a "brother anti-

imperialist government," issued a de

cree outlawing the ERP (Ejdrcito Re-

volucionario del Pueblo — Revolution

ary Army of the People).

The ERP and the ERP-Fraccion Ro-

ja (Red Faction of the ERP) are the
only guerrilla organizations that re

fuse to give allegiance to Peron. An
other group, the ERP-22 de Agosto

(August 22 ERP) supports the gov

ernment but has carried out some ac-

JOSE RUCCI

tions, such as the assassination of

Admiral Quijada on May 1 and the
raid on the offices of the Buenos Ai

res daily Clartn September 11, that

have been condemned by the Peron
ist leadership. (Documents on the

splits in the ERP are published else

where in this issue.)

The decree did not make clear

whether only the ERP led by Roberto

Santucho, reputedly the largest of the

organizations using this name, came

under the ban or whether all three

groups were included. It was reported
in the September 28 Clarin that the

police were searching the newsstands
for copies of the Santucho ERP's or
gan, Estrella Raja. The censorship

of guerrilla statements and publica
tions had been abandoned in the wake

of the enormous popular mobiliza
tions that marked the Peronists' as

sumption of office May 25. It was
now being restored in at least one

The decree, as quoted in the Sep
tember 25 issue of the Buenos Aires

daily La Opinion, prohibited "any
proselytizing, indoctrination, propa
ganda, or dissemination of material,

or any appeal for sustaining or ex
panding the disruptive activities of the
ERP under this or any other name."

In the preamble, the ban was jus

tified in this way: "Despite the repeated
calls for peace and national unity that
this government has made since tak
ing office on May 25, invitations that
have been concretized in a broad and

generous amnesty, as well as by spe

cial pardons, there are some groups
of persons who are determined to op
pose the legal process that is under
way and peaceful coexistence among
Argentines."
At the same time that they promul

gated a rationale and a law for re

pressing the militant left, the Peronist

leaders put the appropriate agent in
charge of the operation. On the same
eventful Monday after the election, a

new chief of the Federal Police was

installed, Miguel Angel Ifliguez. He
was described by Panorama as a

"hard-line orthodox Peronist of the

type whose thinking is summed up

by the slogan 'Neither Yankees nor
Marxists,'" that is, a right-wing na

tionalist-populist.

At his initial news conference, Ifli

guez made his intentions clear. Asked

by a journalist how he expected to

succeed in wiping out terrorism where

his predecessors had failed, he said,
according to a UPl dispatch in the

September 26 issue of the New York

Spanish-language daily El Diario:
"Now that the people have expressed

their desires in a kind of plebiscite,

the kind of action that must be car-
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ried out will take on a different char

acter."

Perdn's chief of police apparently
hoped that the popular mandate and

backing enjoyed by the new govern
ment would give the repressive forces

the support of the population in

smashing first the guerrilla organiza
tions and eventually all the "disrupters

of order." Moreover, he and his men

tors could hope that the establishment
of a military dictatorship just across

the Rio Plata in Uruguay and the
bloody coup in Chile would promote
a mood of apprehension among the

masses and arouse resentment of any

violent actions that might seem to en
danger the rehabilitated caudillo's
"revolution in peace."

A dramatic event threatened imme

diately to give momentum to Perdn's

repressive campaign.

The day after the ERP was banned
Josd Rucci, top Peronist labor leader

and head of the CGT [Confederacidn
General del Trabajo — General Con
federation of Labor], was assassinat
ed.

Rucci was a prominent leader of
the Peronist right wing who main
tained control of the CGT by gang
ster methods, going as far as public

shoot-outs with rival factions of the

bureaucracy. He was suspected of
playing a role in the development of
the rightist goon squads calling them
selves the JSP [Juventud Sindical Pe-
ronista — Peronist Trade-Union

Youth]. These groups have not only
whipped up a McCarthyite campaign
against the left, but they opened fire

on the left-wing contingents at the June
20 rally to welcome Perdn home, caus
ing a slaughter among the crowd.

"I just want people to know that
if I am killed," Rucci said in a re

cent interview quoted in the Septem
ber 26 New York Times, "it will be
the work of filthy Marxists and Trot-
skyites. It will be the People's Rev
olutionary Army [that is, the ERP.]"
The symbol as well as the head

of the right-wing trade-union bureau
cracy, Rucci had reason to fear that

he would become the target of one
of the many guerrilla groups that
have specialized in the assassination
of unpopular officials and capitalist
agents. Another prominent-rightist bu
reaucrat, J. Vandor, a leader of the

metalworkers union and of the wing
of the bureaucracy that was ready
to cooperate with the dictatorship and
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abandon Perdn, was assassinated in

1969. Such violent events have been

rather frequent in the recent history
of the Argentine trade-union move
ment and sometimes quite obscure.
It is still being debated, for example,
whether Vandor was killed by leftist
or ultrarightist commandos.

Rucci's personal fears may have fo
cused on the ERP either because it

has been the most active and well-

known guerrilla group or because of

its opposition to Peronist leadership.
But the ERP's repudiation of Trotsky
ism has become widely known in Ar

gentina, and so it is likely that his

evocation of "filthy . . . Trotskyite"
gunmen was intended to further the

witch-hunt that was launched early
in June by Perdn's attacks on "Trot-

skyist provocations." Rucci obviously

hated the Argentine Trotskyists, who
have long been a strong antibureau-
cratic force in the trade unions.

In the campaign that preceded the
March 11 elections, the trade-union

bureaucrat was stung into a vitriolic

outburst by the criticisms of the PST
(Partido Socialista de los Trabaja-
dores — Socialist Workers party, a
sympathizing organization of the

Fourth International).

"At the conference of the Confedera

cidn General Econdmica [General
Economic Confederation] you once
again made it your business to talk

about the national leadership of the
union movement, calling its heads bu

reaucrats," Rucci telegramed the PST
presidential candidate, Juan Coral.

"Likewise, you had insulting things
to say about the Peronist movement

that were in the same vein as some

recent remarks by Ernesto Sanmar-
tino [a reactionary politician who sup
ported the 1955 coup against Perdn
and opposed the elections from the
right]." In the September 23 elections.
Coral got almost 200,000 votes, which

represent a significant nucleus of in

transigent opposition to Peronist dem

agogy.

The assassination that Rucci feared

was reportedly carried off with the

precision associated with the opera
tions of the best-organized urban guer
rilla groups.

"Witnesses said that the attack .cam^
as Mr. Rucci was leaving the house
of a relative in the western residential

district of Flores," a September 25
dispatch to the New York Times said.

"As he was about to step into his

car two grenades were thrown from
the roof of a nearby school and, al
most simultaneously, he was struck
by fusillades from an adjoining empty
house and from an auto showroom

across the street."

But even the government did not
claim that the Santucho ERP carried

out this assassination.

"Police sources reported," the New

York Times continued, "that immedi

ately after Mr. Rucci's death an anon
ymous telephone caller, identifying
himself as a member of the Aug. 22

commando unit of the People's Rev

olutionary Army, the Marxist group,

said his organization had 'executed'
the labor leader."

The ERP-22 de Agosto, which cam
paigned in its own way for Perdn's

election, has an even more remote

connection with Trotskyism than the

Santucho organization. In fact, for
all practical purposes, it must be con

sidered part of the Peronist movement,

as the writer of the Times dispatch

apparently recognized:

"The assassination could trigger a
ferocious factional fight in the Peron

ist movement. The deep hostility be

tween the left-wing youth organization

and the orthodox unions has erupted

in violence at least four times."

This prediction seemed to have been
borne out by the assassination on

the day after Rucci's death of Enrique
Grinberg, a prominent leader of the
Juventud Peronista (Peronist Youth),
the main organization of the Peronist
left wing. After this, the September 28
issue of Clarin reported, rumors be
gan circulating that Rodolfo Galim-
berti and Juan Manuel Abal Medina,
the two most well-known leaders of

the JP and the Peronist left, had also

been assassinated. The rumors were

denied but nonetheless they indicated
a  tendency to interpret the violent
deaths of Rucci and Grinberg as part
of a war between the right and left
wings of the Peronist movement.

A guerrilla communique denying re
sponsibility for Rucci's death was re

ported in a UPI dispatch in the Sep
tember 30 El Diario. The communi

que was attributed to "the so-called

Revolutionary Army of the People"
with no more precise identification.

The government banned a daily news
paper that published the statement and

"applied drastic sanctions" against a
television station that carried it.

Regardless of the political motiva-



tion of the assassinations, however,

the climate of tension created by these
actions seemed to strengthen the hand
of the "peacemakers" at the top levels

of the government and the Peronist
organizations. In particular, it rein

forced the position of Peron himself

as the supreme arbiter. The wily old

caudillo issued no statement on Ruc-

ci's death, claiming to be "numb with
shock," but he became the focus of

an extensive scenario of national

mourning organized around Rucci's
funeral.

"Argentina was virtually paralyzed

yesterday by a thirty-hour strike de

clared by the CGT in mourning for
the death of its general secretary and

the country's top labor leader, Jose

Rucci, who was assassinated yester

day by leftist guerrillas," a UPI dis
patch reported in the September 27

El Diario. "The shock caused by the

assassination has been so great that

it has stirred rumors that Juan D.

Peron . . . may take office before the

scheduled date of October 12."

The September 27 New York Times

reported:

"President-elect Juan D. Peron went

to the funeral at the cemetery, where

the police had difficulty in keeping

an emotional crowd from mobbing

him."

Grinberg's funeral, which took place
the following day, was apparently not

regarded by the government as an

occasion of national mourning. Rwas

marked by a rather broad gathering
of the Peronist left, including the old

Peronist guerrilla organizations. A
communique from the FAR (Fuerzas

Armadas Revolucionarias — Revolu

tionary Armed Forces) and the Mon-

toneros (the Irregulars, named for the
guerrillas who fought Spain in the
war of independence) was read by

Grinberg's wife. Although absent from
these ceremonies, Juan D. Perbn was

still the hero of the event.

The Peronist youth leader Juan Car
lo Dante Gullo said that Grinberg had

"fallen in the struggle for the libera

tion of the fatherland," struck down

by "sectors that do not want Perbn
or national liberation." A statement

from the Brigadas de la Juventud Pe-

ronista proclaimed-: "The death of En
rique Grinberg is one of a series of
provocations by the native and for
eign oligarchy aimed at endangering
the National Unity in the stage of

National Reconstruction led by Lieu-

tenant-General Perbn.

"In spite of the attempts of this co-
oligarchy, National Unity and Re
construction will be carried forward

by the thought and action of the Ar
gentine people reflected in the doctrine
of the Social Justice movement and

in our sole leader Lieutenant-General

J. D. Perbn. Opposing the destruction

of the Nation, General Perbn offers

National Reconstruction as an alter

native to the civil war that the co-

oligarchy is trying to unleash; the
Argentine people respond with nation

al unity."

Thus, in a guerrilla war between

the Peronist groups of the right and
left or between the anti-Peronist ERPs

and the repressive forces, it seems that

there can be only one winner — the
Bonapartist "national savior" himself,
Perbn. In the present political condi

tions, and even more than ever after

the grave defeats of the Uruguayan
and Chilean workers, he may gain

extensive political backing for severe
repressive measures.

Peron's interim president, Raul Las-

tiri, took Rucci's death as an occa

sion for announcing: "We will answer

violence with violence, no matter

where it comes from." But the whole

experience of the Peronist government

shows that the violence of the repres

sive forces will be directed fundamen

tally against the left.
A leader of the National Social Jus

tice (Peronist) Movement, Julian Li-

castro, responded to Rucci's death by
saying: "We are at war with the ERP."

The ERP-22 de Agosto, however,
claims to be fighting for Perbn. And

the Santucho ERP, while it does not

accept the leadership of the "supreme
commander," seeks to wage war only

on the army and the repressive forces

that maintained the anti-Peronist mil

itary dictatorship. But in the present
situation, the ERPs' tactics may en

able the Peronist leadership to bring

the pressure of the masses, as well

as the military and police apparatus,

against them.

The PST has expressed concern

about such a development. When the

ERP attacked an army medical unit

in Buenos Aires September 6, the

PST's weekly paper, Avanzada Socia-
lista, wrote: "The ERP's action could

not have been more misguided. The
general feeling of disapproval was ob

vious. Perbn and the Peronist right

exploited it skillfully. Two arguments
against the action were used as a
pretext by Perbn, both of which car

ried a lot of weight with public opin

ion.

"The first was that several of the

guerrillas arrested [eleven activists

were captured] had been amnestied
by the Peronist government. The sec

ond was that at that very time Gen

eral Carcagno was confronting the

Yankee-Brazilian bloc in Caracas and

that therefore it all seemed like a prov

ocation aimed at weakening the na

tionalist position in this conference [on
"hemispheric security"]."

Avanzada Socialista warned: "The

companeros of the ERP are right when

they point up — as we do — that the

government of national union that Pe
rbn claims to be building is no more

than a new version of Lanusse's CAN

[Gran Acuerdo Nacional—Great Na

tional Accord, a scheme for a broad

class alliance under the protection of

the military]. But Perbn is not La-
nusse [the head of the junta that turned

power over to the Peronist govern

ment elected March 11]. Before now,

the ERP had the benefit of neutrality

or a diffuse sympathy on the part

of the masses that arose from the

general hatred of the Gobierno de la

Revolucibn [Government of the Ar

gentine Revolution, the dictatorship].

"But today the masses still believe

to a large extent, although they are

beginning to have their doubts, that

the Perbn government will benefit them
in some way. Earlier it was a grave

error to withdraw from the mass

movement to submerge in the deep

clandestinity of guerrilla warfare. To

day it is simply suicide."

Not only were the socialist guerril

las in danger of being isolated and

destroyed by Perbn, the Trotskyist
weekly warned, hut by failing to offer

a concrete political alternative to the

Peronist nationalist-populist demago

gy, they risked seeing the wily old
caudillo exploit their heavy personal
sacrifices for his Bonapartist maneu

vers. □

Mixed Blessing

"The president of the American Bar As
sociation says that Watergate has badiy
hurt the image of all lawyers in the United
States."— Canadian Press.

Yes, but on the other hand, it's provided
a lot of them with clients.

Intercontinental Press



Kim ll-sung Makes Some Startling Discoveries

Threatens to Break Off Korean 'Unification' Talks

By George Johnson

Kim Il-sung, president of the Dem

ocratic People's Republic of Korea

(DPRK), is reported to have con
cluded that the U. S. puppet regime
in South Korea headed by Park
Chung-hee is opposed to the reuni
fication of Korea.

According to Wilfred Burchett, writ
ing in the September 5, 1973, issue
of the Guardian, a New York Mao

ist weekly, Kim said that "after a year

of dialogue between delegations from

North and South Korea, he had come

to the conclusion that 'in the final

analysis the [Park] government did

not want reunification.'"

It is remarkable that Kim had not

learned long ago that the Park re
gime was opposed to reunification.

After all, one of the major purposes
of the May 16, 1961, coup that

brought Park to power was to put

down massive demonstrations urging

unification.

In coming to power. Park was act

ing in the interests of U.S. imperial

ism, which, in order to keep a foot

hold for capitalism in Korea, set up
the puppet state in the south at the
end of World War II and later slaugh
tered hundreds of thousands of Ko

reans to maintain this foothold.

And Park has shown no sign of
breaking with U. S. imperialism. To
the contrary, he has fully proved his
subservience to it by such acts as
sending South Korean troops to Viet
nam to assist Washington's attempt
to crush the Indochinese revolution.

But in early summer of 1972, in

anticipation of the detente between im

perialism and the bureaucracies in

Moscow and Peking, Park agreed in
a drastic policy shift to talks between
North and South Korea. On July 4,
the two Korean governments issued
a joint communique declaring their
"common desire to achieve peaceful
unification of the fatherland as early
as possible." (See Intercontinental

Press, July 17, 1972, p. 821.)
Park's changing his previous policy

of refusing to do anything that even
implicitly recognized the DPRK's ex-
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istence did not result from any pa
triotic inspiration. He was still only
toeing the diplomatic line of U. S. im

perialism.

Any moves by Washington to come
to terms with Peking — a necessity for

Nixon if the Maoist bureaucrats were

to pressure the Vietnamese leaders to

P

PARK: "Stupid person" who bested Kim
In diplomatic maneuvers.

reach a settlement with imperialism —
would have repercussions in South

Korea. China, like North Korea, had
been a "nonstate" to the Seoul gov
ernment. To offset the expected resur
gence of popular pressures in favor

of unification. Park made the gesture
of appearing to be open to discussions
to that end with the North.

At the same time. Park moved to

prevent any popular manifestations

of sentiment for unification. On Oc

tober 17, 1972, he declared martial

law and dissolved the national assem

bly. Press censorship was intensified.

Thus, Park's game was clearly tied

to anticipations of Washington's ma
neuvers to crush the Vietnamese rev

olution. Not only that: The Pyong

yang regime's very willingness to play

this game was itself a blow to the

Vietnamese struggle, as a senior State
Department official explained to New

York Times correspondent Bernard
Gwertzman on July 4, 1972:

"First China invited enemy No. 1,

the United States, to Peking. Now

North Korea has a friendly dialogue

with enemy No. 2, South Korea,

which has as many troops in South
Vietnam as the United States. This

must have a damaging effect on Ha

noi's morale."

Kim Il-sung seems to have lacked

sufficient sophistication to understand

Park's moves, for he has only just
now discovered that, as he told

Burchett, Park had acted "only to de
ceive the South Korean people and

to remain in office indefinitely."

Kim —who is described in North

Korean publications as "the sun of

the nation" and "the genius of rev

olution, the great master of ideas and
theories, strategy and tactics [who] is

at the helm of the world revolution"

{People's Korea, May 2, 1973) — went
on:

"What I cannot understand is why
the United States picks up such a
stupid person as [Park] and includes

him in their baggage. Repudiated by

his own people, detested by them, I

simply cannot understand why the

United States continues to put up with
Park.

"The only explanation is that the

United States continues to pursue ir
rational policies in South Korea. . . .

Of what use is it to the United States

to continue throwing away dollar aid

to such people, as they did to Chiang
Kai-shek in the past? . . . Why the

United States insists on perpetuating
such a regime and people like Park —

when there are plenty of sound po
litical personalities in the South — is

beyond my comprehension."



While the Sun of the Nation may
not be able to comprehend U. S. pol
icy, it is ciear enough to revoiution-

ary Marxists that imperialists expect

to get value for their dollar from what

ever puppets they back. Park proved

his worth when the U. S. State De

partment decided to pursue a "two

Koreas" policy for membership in the

United Nations. Understanding im
perialism's need for detente and what

that means for puppets iike him, Park

went along with the new policy.

The DPRK government is opposed
to admission of two Koreas in the

UN. Instead, Kim has proposed the

establishment of the "Confederal Re

public of Koryo." (Koryo was an an

cient Korean dynasty.)

It is unclear what Kim has in mind

by this. While Burchett writes only

that this confederation "should rep

resent both parts of Korea in the
United Nations" [!], People's Korea
of June 27 says the "Confederal Re

public of Koryo is of great signifi

cance in speeding up the reunification
of the country, while leaving intact

the two systems in the north and the
south for the time being. ... A great
national assembly should be sum

moned to build national unity and

thereby to organize the Confederal Re

public of Koryo."

Kim may be proposing a single

state in Korea, one that would ad

minister both the socialist property

forms in the North and the capital
ist ones in the South. If so, one may

marvel at this new contribution of

Kim Il-sung thought to the Marxist

theory of the state.

But Kim's confusion is not limited

to the nature of imperialism and the

class nature of the state. He also has

a soft spot for such South Korean
bourgeois politicians as Kim Dae-
jung, the opposition New Democratic

party leader recently kidnapped from
Japan by Park's Central Intelligence
Agency. Kim told Burchett, "He [Kim
Dae-jung] is certainly not a Commu
nist. But he is not bad. He wants

reunification. There are plenty iike

him in the South, plenty of respon

sible patriots who have the support
of the overwhelming majority of the

people." Nevertheless, Kim com
plained, Washington and the Tanaka

government in Japan "prefer to sup
port Park, who oppresses the people,

amasses ill-gotten wealth and insists

on maintaining tension on the Ko

rean Peninsula."

Does Kim Il-sung believe that Kim

Dae-jung would not oppress the peo
ple, or amass ill-gotten wealth, or in
any way not he a puppet of U. S.

imperialism? Kim has demonstrated

here his adherence to the Stalinist no

tion that assigns a progressive role

to the national bourgeoisie.

Like Kim's other "teachings" about

imperialism and the possibility of a

single state representing two social

systems, this can only mislead the

Korean masses.

Another example of Kim Il-sung

KIM: "Genius of revolution" mystified by
U.S. support to Park.

thought was provided by the reasons
given by Kim Yong-ju, Kim li-sung's
brother and chief DPRK delegate to

the North-South talks, for threatening

to break off the talks. He said, ac

cording to the August 30 New York

Times, that the North "would no long
er negotiate with the 'hooligans' of
the Southern team" following the ab

duction of Kim Dae-jung. Lee Hu-
rak, who heads the South's team, is

also chief of the CIA.

Such scum as Lee Hu-rak, however,

did not become hooligans with the
kidnapping of Kim Dae-jung. They
have been that all along, and the
South Korean people who have suf

fered under the repression of this se
cret policy agency have known it.

The illusions sown by the Kim lead

ership are especially damaging in
view of the fact that opportunities for
revolutionary struggle in the South

appear to be opening up. In August,

two clergymen were arrested who had

helped organize slum dwellers in Seoul
to resist government attempts to evict

them. The ministers had allegedly dis

tributed leaflets calling for a "revival

of democracy" during an Easter ser

vice to 10,000 people.

This may be a sign of revival of
the mass movement in South Korea.

This revival may well be accelerated

as the southern economy becomes

squeezed. This is ali but certain with

the withdrawal of South Korean

troops from Vietnam, for whose ser

vices the Park government was abie

to collect a high price from imperiai-

ism, both in direct payments and in

contracts for war materials.

In addition, there is growing op

position to the Park regime among

Koreans resident in the United States.

According to the Juiy 25 Washing

ton Post, an anti-Park demonstration

was organized by Koreans in Wash
ington at an officiai social function
of the Seoul government.

There is also ferment among the

600,000 Koreans living in Japan, a

majority of whom lend allegiance to
the DPRK rather than South Korea.

According to the July 11 issue of Peo

ple's Korea, a committee has been
formed within Mindan, the pro-Seoul
residents' organization, to oppose the
"two Koreas" scheme. A joint meeting

was said to have been held between

members of Mindan and Choryun,

the pro-DPRK residents' group in Ja
pan, although how much of Mindan
was involved is not known.

The leadership the Kim Il-sung
grouping is providing for the struggle
in South Korea is embodied in the

Tong-ii Hyong-myong Dang (Revo
lutionary party for Reunification),
which the June 6 People's Korea calls
"the Marxist-Leninist vanguard party

of the South Korean people." The May
2 People's Korea quotes the Central
Committee of this organization as

vowing to carry out the 'brilliant line
of peaceful reunification put forth by
the leader. . . .

"It is for the immortal feats of Com

rade Kim II Sung, the sun of sal-
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vation for the world and people, that 20th century as the Kim 11 Sung era." sycophants will prove equal to the
today mankind highly praises the It is not to be expected that such tasks at hand. □

Call for Campaign to Fight for Amnesty

Northern Irish Prisoners Appeal From Long Kesh
[There are still, by most estimates,

well over a thousand political pris
oners in Northern Ireland. Many of
those shipped off to Long Kesh con
centration camp and other prisons dur
ing the massive raids of Catholic
neighborhoods in August 1971 and
the following months were released,
beginning in April 1972, after the
introduction of direct rule from Lon
don and the promise of new reforms.

[But "enemies of the state," that is,
of British rule, are still being interned
in the imperialist enclave of Northern
Ireland. And many persons interned
without charge or trial have since been
tried by the notorious Orange courts
and sentenced to long terms on es
sentially political charges. Since the
militant nationalist parties are out
lawed in Northern Ireland and Cath
olics are denied the right to bear arms,
possession of republican literature, a
gun, or even one round of ammunition
can result in a stiff penalty.

[The London and Dublin govern
ments, which, to judge from the Little-
John disclosures (see "Kenneth Little-
John— Agent Provocateur," in Inter
continental Press, September 17, p.
1024), conspired to murder Irish citi
zens and destroy Irish property in
order to frame the fighters against
oppression in the North, claim to be
negotiating a final "solution" to the
problem of "violence." On the basis of
their past record, they can be assumed
to intend to step up their Joint repres
sion of the most dedicated defenders
of the Northern ghettos.

[The political prisoners, however, de
mand a general amnesty as the least
the British government could offer if
it were interested in peace and Justice
in Ireland. This point of view is ex
pressed, for example, in the September
issue of An Eochair (The Key), the
Journal edited by the Official republi
cans in Long Kesh, from which we
have reprinted the foliowing articles.
The paper costs 5p per issue (about
13 cents). Inquiries should be
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addressed to Malachy McGurran, 56
Brownlow Terrace, Lurgan, Craiga-
von, Co. Armagh, Northern Ireland.]

British justice has taken another turn
for the worse in Northern Ireland.

First of all we had to contend with
Internment without trial.

Next we had forced upon us the

WHITELAW: Insists political hostages
should remain behind bars.

spectacle of a hooded "bogey man"
[prosecution witnesses in trials, often
soldiers, were hooded, allegedly to
protect them from retaliation by the
sympathizers of the accused] sitting
behind a screen, condemning us out
of hand.

But now the British Judiciary has
reached an all-time low.

If a policeman or British soldier
takes a dislike to anyone, all he has
to do is charge the victim of his dis
like with, say, riotous behaviour and
that unfortunate will immediately be
thrown into prison to await trial.

It is true that he or she may be
granted bail in the high court, but
the list of appellants applying to this
court will be so long that many peo
ple will have been tried and acquitted
before their bail application can be
heard.

It goes without saying that these
innocent people will have no claim
to recompense for loss of earnings
during their time of wrongful im
prisonment. Anyway, what compensa
tion can there be for a family to have
a loved one imprisoned Just to satisfy
the whim of a sadist?

This, then, is a facet of British Jus
tice, the Justice which the English pro
claim to be the finest in the world;
I think it would be advisable to fore
warn the people of Scotland, Wales
and England herself that these re
pressive laws being used in their name
against the people of Northern Ireland
to-day, can, and most likely will be,
directed against them to-morrow.

The question of an amnesty for po
litical hostages has been cropping up
of late. Is an amnesty Justified? . . .
Mr. Whitelaw says "No," the S. D. L. P.
[Social Democratic and Labour party,
the bourgeois-nationalist parliamen
tary party] say "Yes," while other po
litical parties and individual poli
ticians are undecided.

British Justice, which has heen ex
amined in another article in this pa
per [above], boasts that "Justice must
not only be done but must be seen
to be done."

I doubt very much if there are many
people in Northern Ireland who will
agree that this is so. . . in fact, it is



my firm belief that most people here
will refute this.

They will recall the Tynan murder
squad and the beating to death of

Samuel Devenney, in his own home
and in front of his own children. They
will also recall that a senior Scotland

Yard detective was sent over to in

vestigate and in his own words was
"met with a conspiracy of silence with

in the ranks of the R. U. C."

Was justice seen to be done here?

The people of Ardoyne and the Falls
Road well remember the night of Au
gust 15th 1969, when the R. U. C. and

the now disbanded "B" Specials toured
their areas in armoured cars firing
machine guns indiscriminately into
side streets.

Was this an example of British jus

tice? If the Stormont government was
a fair and just one, why then was it

prorogued?

Has the British Army acted in a fair

and impartial manner in this unhappy

Province?

Could it be that they were less than

fair in Derry City on Bloody Sunday
when they murdered 13 innocent

people?

Were they fair and just when on two
occasions alone in Ballymurphy they

murdered 10 men, women and chil

dren and then in cold blood shot down

two Catholic priests who went to ad

minister the last rites to the dying?

Were they acting fairly when they

murdered a 13-year-old boy in the
Clonard area of Belfast?

Did they seriously think that by
murdering two people on the ShankUl
Road [a Protestant area] they would

prove [themselves] impartial?
Are all the people who complain

about inhuman treatment telling lies?

When one considers that these com

plaints have come from a very wide
area including Derry, Newry, East

Belfast, Shankill Road, Falls Road,

Andersonstown and many other work

ing class areas, then the only logical
conclusion is that there must be a

large degree of truth in these allega
tions.

Therefore it can be deduced that

justice is neither being done nor is it
being seen to be done. How then can

any government — especially one
which claims to be democratic — im

prison those whose only crime was

to (A) fight against a hopelessly cor
rupt and discredited government and
(B) defend their homes and famUies

against a brutal military force?

The Westminster government re
fuses to bring the murderers within

the ranks of the R. U. C. and the

British Army to justice, while at the

same time it introduces a more re

pressive bill to replace the notorious

Special Powers Act so that they can
imprison men, women and children

who dare oppose these injustices . . .

There can be no return to stability
until the 2,000 political hostages have

been released. An amnesty cannot be
one-sided . . . after all, justice must

be seen to be done.

Since it is a time when amnesty for

political prisoners is becoming a
strong issue, it is of interest to look
back into history to see what were

the circumstances surrounding a past

amnesty of Irish political prisoners

over one hundred years ago. This is

the one granted to the imprisoned
Fenians which started in the year of

1871.

After the failure of the 1867 Fenian

rising, many members and a number
of important leaders of the Fenian
movement were imprisoned, getting se

vere sentences. Prison conditions in

those times were harsh and inhuman.

To rescue these Irish revolutionaries

from their plight of being left to the
mercies of British Imperialism, an

amnesty movement was founded in
1869 by George Henry Moore, Isaac

Butt and a Fenian, John Nolan.

In that year, the people of Tipperary
demonstrated their support for am

nesty by electing O'Donovan Rossa as
a member of parliament.
But the most remarkable support of

all was given by British workers, and

a remarkable man, Karl Marx, was

instrumental in building up this sup

port through the International Work-
ingmen's Association, which had its
headquarters in London.

On October 24th 1869, a mass

demonstration was held in London

demanding an amnesty for all Irish

prisoners. Organised by the Reform
League, this highly successful demon
stration had the support of the General

Council of the International. Com

menting on a feature of the demon
stration, Marx said, "A large part of

the English working class has lost

its prejudice against the Irish."

Thousands marched through Tra

falgar Square to a meeting of 200,000

in Hyde Park. Under the guidance of
Karl Marx, the General Council of the

International won one hundred per

cent support for the Irish prisoners

and their cause from all the trade

unions affiliated to the International.

Here we had the solidarity of the

working class of one country with that

of another country whose right to in

dependence it recognised.
The campaign for the release of the

Fenian prisoners continued for several

years and reached a new level on

November 3rd 1872. A giant demon

stration took place in Hyde Park and

was organised by Irish members

of the International along with British
and other members. The attendance

was estimated at 30,000 and an ob

server estimated it was combined of

equal parts of Irish and British

people.

These popular demonstrations

along with other support brought

enough pressure to gain amnesty for

the Fenian prisoners. From I87I on
wards gradual releases took place.
However, many of the leaders had

certain conditions attached to their

amnesty. They would have to go into
exUe and not return to their native

land. Many of them went to the

U. S. A., where they continued to work
as earnestly as ever in the cause of
their motherland. The lesson from this

period in history is what can be
gained through the solidarity of the

British and Irish workers. To-day,

such a solidarity of workers could
succeed once again, this time, to

smash internment, to bring about the

release of political prisoners and even
tually bring about the unity of our
sundered country. □

Clerical 'Enemy' Shifted
A Key Biscayne, Florida, minister who

delivered an Easter sermon thought
critical of Nixon has a new job. Last
April, during chuch services at which Nix
on was present, the Reverend John Huff
man called on his congregation to cut
themselves off from friends who had
proven "untrue to Christian ideals." The
sermon was widely interpreted as meaning
that Nixon should fire high-ranking mem
bers of his gang because of Watergate.
Reporters have noted that Nixon, formerly
a frequent church-goer, has not been to
church since that time.

Huffman now says that rumors that
Nixon is behind his impending transfer
to a church in Pittsburgh are "completely
false."

Intercontinental Press



Behind the Watergate Scandal—I

What Nixon Contributors Got for Their $60 Million
By Allen Myers

Everything is relative. With a fam
ily worth in those days better than
$450 million, what's a million or

two, particularly when you can

change the course of history to the

principles for which you stand?

— Multimillionaire W. Clement

Stone explaining why he has given
almost $5 million to Richard Nix

on's election campaigns.

If you gave $25,000, if you had a
problem, you could talk to someone
in the White House. I think I said,

" What if I gave more? " And he said
maybe the yardstick would be for
$25,000 you get to talk to somebody
in the White House, a Cabinet officer
or someone like that. For $50,000

you get to talk to the president. I

can't remember the exact amounts,

really, but I remember something
to the effect that with a very large
contribution you can talk to the

president— if you had a serious
problem.
— Meat-packing company execu

tive Currier Holman describing the
fund-raising pitch of a Nixon cam
paign official.

The activities of the Nixon gang
are financed from two principal
sources. One is the federal treasury,
which foots the bill not only for the
FBI, CIA, etc., but also pays the
salaries of many of the gangsters
on the White House staff whose chief

occupation is sabotaging Nixon's
enemies.

The less "respectable" gang members
— those who would cause embarrass

ment if linked to an official gov

ernment organization — are paid from
funds siphoned off from Nixon's cam
paign organization. The Watergate
burglars, for example, were paid with
campaign funds that had been routed

through a Mexican bank in an effort
to conceal their origin.

The stacks of $100 bills distributed

to Nixon's undercover agents were
drawn primarily from the largest cam

paign treasury ever amassed. For the

1972 presidential election alone — ex
cluding money raised for congression
al candidates — the Committee to Re-

elect the President (CREEP) raked in
at least $60 million.

At least $22 million of this was

received before April 7, 1972, the ef
fective date of a new law that required
greater disclosure of the names of con
tributors. In the month prior to April

7, CREEP took in at least $15 million,

as wealthy donors rushed to make

/
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KLEINDIENST: Perjury required to secure
nomination as attorney general.

their contributions under the relative
anonymity of the old law. The flood
of money during this period was so
great, according to the later testimony
of CREEP treasurer Hugh Sloan, that
CREEP officials often could not be
spared to pick up contributions of
less than $50,000.

After April 7, 1972, CREEP report
ed the receipt of an additional $38.6
million. This figure is obviously in
complete, since CREEP had already
been convicted in court of several
counts of failing to report contribu
tions from this period.

Who donated these vast sums — and
the lesser, but still staggering amount
amassed by the Democratic party?
(McGovern's campaign, which has
been subject to considerably less scru
tiny than Nixon's, reportedly took in
some $38 million.) What did they re
ceive or expect to receive in exchange?

As the result of a lawsuit brought
by muckraker Ralph Nader and of
numerous post-Watergate leaks, many
of the pre-April 7 donors' names have
become known even though their gifts
were not covered by the new law.
CREEP has been ordered to turn over
to a federal court a list, kept in the
White House, of pre-April 7 contribu
tors who gave more than $1,000.

The available information on the
wealthy contributors who donated
large sums to CREEP makes it pos
sible to discover certain patterns. The
reasons for their generous gifts, it is
safe to say, cover the range of human
motivations extending from self-inter
est to greed.

For some donors, self-interest is an
expression of class consciousness. The
shell game of two-party capitalist pol
itics in the United States runs on mon
ey. It requires the expenditure of mil
lions of dollars to generate the illusion
that there is a meaningful choice for
the masses of Americans between the
candidates of the two large parties.
The expense of keeping the electoral
machines well oiled is a necessary
overhead cost for U.S. capitalism.

But wise capitalists invest not only
with an eye to preserving their capital.
The aim of investment is profit, and
this applies to election contributions
as well as to direct investment in in
dustry or commerce. And, in fact, the
returns on campaign investments are
sometimes phenomenai. Officers of the
Lockheed Corporation, to which Nix
on gave $250 million of government
funds in 1971, claim that they invested
less than $100,000 in Nixon's reelec
tion. Lockheed's rate of return in this
case would seem to be something over
250,000 percent, a rate of profit cer
tain to delight even the most critical
board of directors.
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The amount of Lockheed's profit
on its investment may have been a
little above average, although others
even larger have been disclosed. As
is true of the revelations concerning
the Nixon gang's spying and sabotage
operations, the disclosures concern

only a small part of what has been
going on out of sight of most viewers.
The campaign-fund scandals thathave
erupted so far are exceptional only
in that the participants were caught
in the act.

Money Solves Most 'Problems'

Under existing laws, a large part
of the money raised from the busi
ness community for political pur
poses is given in fear of what would
happen if it were not given.
— George Spater, chairman of the

board of American Airlines.

Campaign contributions by corpora
tions in the United States are illegal
— as are such other corporate prac
tices as bribery, price-fixing, conspir
acy, adulteration of goods, etc. All
of these legal prohibitions are treated
with approximately the same degree
of respect: It is considered unnecessary
and foolish to be caught violating
them in full view of the public.
In the wake of the Watergate scan

dal, a number of corporations have
not only been caught, but have had
to confess publicly to making illegal
contributions to CREEP. The confes

sions were motivated by the knowl

edge that "Rose Mary's Baby" had
found its way into the hands of Wa
tergate special prosecutor Archibald
Cox.

As of this writing, three corpora
tions—American Airlines, Ashland Oil

Company, and Culf Oil — have admit
ted making iiiegal donations totaiing
$255,000.

The first confession came from

American Airiines on July 6, 1973.

Board Chairman George Spater said
that the company had given $55,000
to CREEP, pius an additional $20,000
from unidentified "noncorporate

sources." The contribution was re

quested by Herbert Kalmbach, Nix
on's personal attorney, who later was
to raise more than $200,000 used

to buy the siience of the Watergate

burgiars.
"I was soiicited," Spater said in a

press release, "by Mr. Herbert Kalm
bach, who said that we were among
those from whom $100,000 was ex

pected.
"I knew Mr. Kalmbach to be both

the President's personal counsel and
counsel for our major competitor. I
concluded that a substantial response
was called for."

Spater seemed to feel — with some
reason —that he had been the victim

of some unsubtle arm-twisting, fol
lowed by a double-cross. At the time
he was approached by Kalmbach in
November 1971, American Airlines

was seeking approval from the Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) and the
White House for a proposed merger
with Western Airlines. The merger was

opposed by United Airlines, one of
Kalmbach's clients. American's con

tribution, as it turned out, was not

"substantial" enough to accomplish its
purpose: In July 1972, the CAB re
jected the proposed merger.
Ashland and Culf apparently gave

exactly the prescribed amount — $100,-
000 each. Ashland's contribution, ac

cording to Cox, was solicited by
Maurice Stans, then finance chairman

of CREEP and earlier Secretary of
Commerce.

B.R. Dorsey, chairman of the board
at Culf, said his company had re
sponded to "persistent requests."
"This pressure was intense and at

the time it was thought to be irresis
tible by our Washington representa
tives," Dorsey said; but he refused to

identify the person who had exerted
the pressure. He added that Culf did
not, of course, expect any return for

its $100,000:

"The company was not seeking any
special favors and did not have any
corporate activity under government
scrutiny.

"There was enormous pressure in

the political system and the fact that
others apparently also yielded is evi
dence of this."

There may in fact be some truth
in the claim that some donors con

tributed more from fear of loss than

from hope of gain. Thomas McBride,
a special assistant to Cox, is report
edly collecting evidence of "extortion"
by Nixon's fund raisers.
"Well-informed officials," Seymour

M. Hersh wrote in the June 21 New

York Times, "said that Mr. McBride

had accumuiated aliegations indicat
ing that Republican officials at one
time drew up a list of corporations

and individuals 'who had problems
with the Government' and solicited

funds in late 1971 and early 1972
on that basis.

"Those 'problems,' the officials said,
ranged from pending Federal income
tax cases of individuals to cost over

run disputes and Securities and Ex

change Commission difficulties of cor
porations."
After American Airlines made its

public confession, the Times conducted
a telephone survey of about 100 large
corporations and found that about
40 of them had been approached for
money by Stans or Kalmbach.
"The survey," Ben A. Franklin wrote

July 14, "disclosed that the Stans-
Kalmbach requests were customarily
for $100,000 but sometimes the re

quest was for 1 per cent of the execu
tives' combined worth, a figure that

couid have been higher than $100,000.
"The Times's list of companies that

the two men were said to have visited

.  . . indicated that they had solicited
most, if not all, of the prime defense
contractors. The list also indicated that

they had cailed on other companies
in trouble with or awaiting rulings
from government agencies and boards

controlled by the Administration."
Executives of Litton Industries re

portedly gave nearly $100,000 after
the conglomerate was approached by
Stans early in 1972. At the time,
Litton was involved in a dispute with
the navy involving cost overruns and
deiays on a shipbuilding contract.

The major automobile corporations
were also approached at a time when
they were campaigning —ultimately
successfully — for a delay in the im
position of air-pollution limits on en
gine exhausts. The Ford family gave
more than $110,000. Executives of

the Chrysler Corporations kicked in
a stili secret amount.

Elmer H. Bobst, honorary board
chairman of the Warner-Lambert

Pharmaceutical Company, exceeded
the usual quota of $100,000. In the
August 11 issue of the liberai weekiy
Nation, Tad Szulc reported that
Bobst's gifts total nearly $160,000.
"He is no longer active in the affairs
of the company, but Warner-Lambert
is still awaiting an FTC [Federal
Trade Commission] ruling on its 1970
merger with Parke, Davis & Co. If

the merger is approved, Warner-Lam
bert will be the nation's third iargest
drug company. The Justice Depart
ment refused to enter the case at the
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time despite recommendations from its
antitrust division."

Maurice Stans resigned as secretary
of commerce in January 1972 in order
to become finance chairman of the

Nixon campaign. But five months
later, representatives of the carpet in
dustry, who wanted a postponement

of inflammability standards set by the
Commerce Department, thought it
wiser to discuss the matter with Stans

than with his successor. They met with

him in the White House, and shortly

thereafter executives of two companies
began a series of contributions to
CREEP that eventually added up to

more than $200,000. The inflamma

bility standards have still not been
set.

Syndicated columnist Jack Anderson
has reported that the owner of a ham
burger chain who had given only $1,-
000 to Nixon's 1968 campaign in-

GRAY: Conflicting testimony is best in
vestigated after elections.

creased his contribution to $225,000

in 1972. Just before the election, the

Price Commission granted the chain
a 10 percent increase in its cheese
burger prices.
There are several common methods

of concealing illegal corporate contri
butions. One is to have subsidiary
companies submit phony invoices in
the amount of the planned contribu
tion. (This method offers the addition
al advantage of allowing the cam
paign investment to be listed as a
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business expense, thus reducing tax
able income.) The American Airlines
donation is thought to have been con
cealed by a phony invoice from a
broker in Beirut.

Another common ruse is to have

executives make contributions in their

own names and then to reimburse

them with "bonuses."

According to the records made pub
lic, "employees of Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing" were so enthusias

tic about Nixon that they voluntarily
got together and raised $150,000 for
his campaign. During election periods
the Chrysler Corporation conducts a
campaign among its executives, urg
ing them to "support the party and
candidate of their choice." The com

pany collects the checks from the exec
utives and delivers them to the Re

publican and Democratic campaign
committees.

Chrysler's precaution of giving to
both parties is a common one —and
an exposure of the pretense that sup
posed "ideological" differences between
the candidates determine the recipients.
The International Telephone and Tele
graph Corporation (ITT), which has
achieved more notoriety than any
other company from its campaign in
vestments, is another practitioner of
"buttering both sides." A look at what
has so far been uncovered about ITT's

operations shows that wise investments
not only can bring a substantial
profit but can also purchase such valu
able intangibles as a voice in foreign
policy questions and the timely perjury
of high government officials.

What ITT Bought

Senator Philip Hart: What did
you think you were doing there [at
the Justice Department], giving an
economics course'?

ITT director Felix Rohatyn: No,
sir, I was trying to make a hard

ship case.

— Senate Judiciary Committee
hearings on the ITT antitrust settle
ment, March 1972.

Perhaps because of its size (annual
sales more than $7,000 million), ITT
has had more difficulty than most
conglomerates in keeping a tight rein
on executives throughout its empire.
Some corporate officials have care

lessly left memos unshredded, and

others —passed over for promotion,
perhaps—have vented their feelings
by talking to the press or congression
al committees. As a result, ITT has

suffered the injustice of a bad reputa
tion for following the normal proce
dures of corporate-government rela
tions.

Affidavits filed by former ITT of
ficials show a pattern of corporate

payoffs to the Democratic and Repub
lican parties going back at least to
1960. For example, John T. Naylor,
a former ITT vice-president, admits

that in October 1960 he gave an illegal
contribution to Robert Baker, then a

Democratic Senate aide. (In a 1967
scandal. Baker was sentenced to pris

on on charges of fraud, theft, and
tax evasion.)

Naylor said that he was instructed
by William Marx, then an ITT senior
vice-president, to make the contribu
tion with his personal check and to
recover the amount "by covering it up
in your traveling expense account."

According to a report by Michael
C. Jensen in the July 7, 1973, New
York Times, Naylor quoted Marx
as saying, "Hal [Harold Geneen, ITT
chairman] and the board have it set
up to 'butter' both sides so we'll be

in a good position whoever wins."
Another former ITT executive pro

vided an illustration of how strictly
the law against corporate campaign
contributions is enforced. He told Jen

sen that in 1965 he received a call

from an ITT lawyer, warning him that
the FBI would be coming to question
him.

"He was told by the corporation
that the questions would be restricted
to a two-month period in 1960, he
said, and that the F.B.I, would warn

him that he need answer only in re

gard to that period.

"The interview took place as pre
dicted, he said, with no apparent re
sult. 'The F.B.I, would have gotten
some different answers if they had
broadened that period,' he said."
Obviously on good terms with U.S.

spy agencies, ITT got together with
the CIA in 1970 to see what could

be done to prevent the election of Sal
vador Allende in Chile, or, failing
that, to make his tenure a short one.

According to his own testimony before
a Senate subcommittee this year, John
McCone —an ITT director who had

earlier been head of the CIA —per
sonally conveyed to Henry Kissinger
and Richard Helms, then director of



the CIA, an offer to contribute $1 mil

lion to the cause.

Unfortunately, many of the witnesses
before the subcommittee developed
memory lapses just when the testi
mony was getting interesting and no

straightforward explanation was ever
offered as to why Kissinger and Helms
rejected ITT's generous offer. In the
light of subsequent events, however,
it seems likely that they informed Mc-
Cone that an additional $1 million

would make no difference in the out

come of the plans already under way.
A central figure in the ITT-Nixon

gang conspiracy against Allende was
William R. Merriam, a vice-president
of the corporation and head of its
Washington office. In that capacity,
Merriam was involved in another ITT

scandal: the $400,000 payoff to the
Republican party in exchange for the
favorable settlement of an antitrust

case. Even after columnist Jack

Anderson published an ITT memo
describing the payoff arrangements,
ITT and the Nixon gang managed
an eventual cover-up of the affair.

This cover-up appears to be coming
unstuck, however, revealing the com
plicity of virtually the entire Nixon
gang down to Watergate conspirators

Gordon Liddy and Howard Hunt.
The affair began with ITT's take

over of the Hartford Fire Insurance

Company, an acquisition worth an
estimated $1,500 million. The merger
— the largest in U.S. history — was op
posed by the Justice Department's anti
trust division. Shortly before the case
would have gone to trial, the Justice
Department announced, on July 31,
1971, that the matter had been settled

out of court. The "agreement" looked
very much like a surrender by the

Justice Department: ITT agreed to give
up several small companies but was
allowed to keep Hartford.

Nevertheless, the settlement appears
not to have attracted much attention

at the time, the enforcement of antitrust

laws being normally even less stringent
than other laws ostensibly designed
to curb corporate powers. It was not
until the following February, when

columnist Jack Anderson published the
now famous memo from ITT lobbyist
Dita Beard to William Merriam, that

the affair required the Nixon cover-up
team to go into high gear.
The memo, dated June 25, 1971,

described an arrangement in which
ITT would donate up to $400,000
to cover expenses of the Republican

national convention —at that time

scheduled for San Diego, California —
in exchange for a favorable ruling
on the antitrust case. Mentioned as

knowledgeable about the arrangement
were Nixon, Attorney General John
Mitchell, H. R. Haldeman, and Cali

fornia Lieutenant Governor Ed Rein-

ecke. Beard indicated that only
"mickey-mouse" objections by Richard
McLaren, head of the antitrust divi

sion, were temporarily delaying com
pletion of the agreement.
In his column Anderson added the

charge thaj: Richard Kleindienst,

KISSINGER: ITT's money not needed to
overthrow Allende.

whose nomination as attorney general
was then pending before the Senate,
had lied when he earlier denied any

role in the settlement of the case.

Anderson quoted ITT director Felix
Rohatyn as saying that he had met
with Kleindienst, who was deputy at
torney general at the time, on half
a dozen occasions to discuss the case.

In the hearings of the Senate Ju
diciary Committee that followed these
disclosures, Rohatyn and Kleindienst
confirmed this information, although

both denied that there was any quid
pro quo or that the matter was settled
on any basis other than its "merits."
McLaren, who had been appointed
a federal judge in Chicago shortly
after he was persuaded to see "reason,"
told the senators that he had been

won over at a meeting with Rohatyn

— arranged by Kleindienst — in which
it was explained that the loss of Hart
ford would not only be a "hardship"
for ITT stockholders but might fur
ther unsettle an already shaky stock
market.

Part of the evidence that "persuaded"
McLaren, it turned out, was an "in

dependent" study commissioned by
White House aide Peter Flanigan, also
known as "Nixon's ambassador to

big business." The study was conducted
by a partner of an investment firm
that just happened to control 3,240
shares of ITT stock.

The press and public never got the
chance to hear testimony from Dita
Beard, however. In the middle of the

hearings, she suddenly disappeared
and then turned up in a sanatorium
in Denver, allegedly suffering from
heart disease, mental illness, and/or
anything else that might conceivably
make her testimony unreliable. In the
wake of Watergate, it has been dis
closed that Gordon Liddy arranged
Beard's removal to Denver, apparent

ly without consulting her first.

Charles Colson, head of the White
House "office of dirty tricks," has also
admitted that he then sent Howard

Hunt, another Watergate conspirator,
to "interview" Beard during her stay
in Denver. Hunt made the trip wearing
a disguise furnished by the CIA. What
was said during the "interview" has
never been made public, but Beard

not long afterward denied the authen
ticity of the memo, even though its
genuineness had earlier been con

firmed by the FBI.
John Mitchell also testified during

the hearings and, in the style that has
become familiar in the Watergate af
fair, denied everything that had not
already been proved against him,
which at that point was not very much.
Specifically, he denied the arrangement
mentioned in the Beard memo and

that he personally had played any role
in the settlement.

The Judiciary Committee managed
to hear a large number of witnesses
who raised many suspicions without
proving anything very definite. This

investigative inability may in part
have been due to the reluctance of

Democratic senators to appear un
grateful for ITT's past and present
favors to their party. As one Repub
lican senator pointed out, ITT was
still providing the Democratic cam
paign with telephone service despite
a mammoth unpaid bill.
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Because of a great amount of con
flicting and improbable testimony, the
Senate Judiciary Committee on June
30, 1972, turned over the transcript
of the hearings to the Justice Depart
ment, requesting that it take action

within thirty days on any possible
cases of perjury.
Some might object that it was some

what unrealistic to expect Attorney
General Kleindienst to direct an im

partial investigation to determine
whether he and his predecessor had
perjured themselves in order to con

ceal their participation in an illegal
deal between a giant corporation and
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COLSON: Headed White House "office

of dirty tricks."

the president of the United States.
Against such unfounded cynicism,
however, the Senate almost always
maintains its faith in human nature,

and particularly in the moral purity
of cabinet members it has voted to

confirm in their offices.

Patrick Gray, then acting Director
Df the FBI, was later to testify to
the diligence and speed with which
the Justice Department pursued the
Senate committee's request. It was not
until five months later, on December

5, 1972, Gray said, that the FBI was

instructed to look into the case. In

June of this year, when a new attorney
general, Elliot Richardson, dumped
the whole mess in the lap of Watergate
special prosecutor Archibald Cox, no
action had yet been taken by the Jus
tice Department.

But the Nixon gang could not afford
to hope that the ITT scandal would
simply die of its own accord. For one
thing, a subcommittee of the House

Commerce Committee headed by Har-
ley O. Staggers and a Senate sub
committee headed by Edward Kennedy
were both showing interest in further

investigations. In an election year, a
more active cover-up seemed neces

sary. This was to require participation
of the Securities and Exchange Com
mission (SEC), which, as it later
turned out, was already involved in

the ITT case and such other CREEP

fund-raising affairs as the Vesco pay
off (see below).

The SEC is a "regulatory" or "watch
dog" agency that is supposed to keep
an eye on Wall Street, make sure that
the pirates there do not exceed the
normal level of sharp practices, and
generally maintain "public confidence"
in the world's largest, most prestigious
casino. After the July 31, 1971, settle

ment, the SEC began an investigation
of charges that ITT officers had ille
gally taken advantage of their fore

knowledge of the settlement to trade
in ITT stock at a substantial profit.
The SEC had subpoenaed all ITT

documents related to the antitrust case,

but when Anderson published the
Beard memo, Stanley Sporkin, who

was in charge of the SEC investigation,
noticed that the Beard memo was not

among the documents that ITT had
furnished under the subpoena.

In testimony to the Staggers sub
committee on December 14, 1972,

Sporkin said that he had immediately
contacted Joseph Flom, ITT's lawyer
for the case, and asked if there were

any other documents that had not
been turned over to the SEC. Flom

said he would call back with the in

formation. Instead, the Nixon gang
and ITT escalated the cover-up.
Early in March, SEC chairman Wil

liam J. Casey received a phone call
from John Ehrlichman, Nixon's top

domestic adviser. Casey later told the

House subcommittee:

"Apparently the ITT lawyers some
how [!] got word to Mr. Ehrlichman
that the commission was pursuing
them for additional documents. I guess
he felt the commission was reaching
out and poking into something."
Had Ehrlichman pressed him to cur

tail the investigation? Casey "wouldn't

want to say," but he added: "I guess
he raised the question whether this
was necessary."

Casey said he told Ehrlichman that
he was not going to interfere, which,
if true, shows that he had enough
sense not to take the rap for higher-ups
in the Nixon gang. Casey did, how
ever, later remove fraud charges from

the complaint that was filed against
ITT. (The case went to court June
16, 1972, and was quickly settled by
a "consent decree" under which ITT

did not admit the charges against it,

but promised not to do it again.)
Casey was subjected to additional

pressure during this period from Dem
ocratic Senator Edward Kennedy.
Kennedy called, Casey said, to make
what was essentially a "character ref-

:1)
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HUNT: "Interview" persuaded Dita Beard
to change her story.

erence" for a partner of an investment
firm accused of violating federal laws
in connection with the ITT case. Casey

failed to indicate why Kennedy didn't
make his "character reference" in pub
lic testimony. Presumably the crusad
ing senator was too busy investigating
Republican pressures on government
regulatory agencies.

Several days after Ehrlichman's call

to Casey, Flom showed up at Spor-
kin's office with copies of thirteen
memos concerning ITT's relations
with figures high in the Nixon gang.
Sporkin said he urged Flom to give
copies also to the Senate Judiciary
Committee, which should have been

done anyway under the terms of that
committee's subpoena. According to
Sporkin, Flom later said that the
thirteen documents had been offered

to Democratic Senator James Eastland,

the chairman of the committee, but
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the latter had refused them!

On August 15, 1972, Kennedy wrote
to Casey, asking if the SEC had any
documents not available to the Senate

because of ITT's wholesale shredding
of documents after the publication of
the Beard memo. If so, Kennedy said,
his subcommittee would like to see

them.

After receiving Kennedy's letter,
Casey contacted the Justice Department,
and on August 25 talked by telephone
with Kleindienst, explaining to him
what was in the thirteen documents.

Casey says he told Kleindienst that
the memos raised the possibility of
obstruction of justice and perjury by
witnesses at the earlier Judiciary Com
mittee hearings.
Kleindienst asked for copies of the

documents, and Casey had them
made for him. He told the Staggers
subcommittee that he "wasn't aware"

of Kleindienst's public statement that
he would "disqualify" himself from fur
ther involvement in matters concern

ing ITT.

Casey testified that it was decided
to "carry on the investigation," al
though just what investigation he was
talking about is not clear, since the
SEC complaint had gone to court two
months earlier and no results of any
additional investigation were ever an
nounced.

But the decision to "carry on" al
lowed Casey to write Kennedy on Au
gust 31, 1972, declining to turn over
the ITT materials on the ground that
to do so would interfere with a "pend
ing investigation."

Three weeks later, however, on Sep
tember 21, 1972, Casey received a
letter from Staggers, asking for all
the ITT materials. The request was
repeated September 27. The Staggers
subcommittee is supposed to oversee
the SEC's functioning, and should it
have subpoenaed the ITT documents,
Casey would have had to comply.
On October 3 Casey therefore went

to the White House to discuss strategy
with John Dean. Dean had been pro

moted from the Justice Department in
the summer of 1970 and given the

title of special counsel to the presi
dent. He had taken over many of
the functions of espionage planner
Tom Charles Huston, who had been

eased out of the White House after

arousing the hostility of J. Edgar
Hoover.

Casey said he was "surprised" when
he arrived at the White House that

day to see that Dean already had
copies of the thirteen "sensitive" docu

ments. (Dean told the Staggers sub
committee in May of this year that
he received the copies from Mitchell.)
According to Casey, Dean "pointed

out the relevance of these documents"

to the earlier Senate Judiciary Com
mittee hearings on Kleindienst's nomi
nation. The relevance was that the

documents indicated that a great deal
of perjury had been committed during
those hearings.
Dean then suggested that the ITT

materials — the thirteen "sensitive" do cu-

CONNALLY: Slowed court hearings.

ments and thirty-four boxes of records
obtained earlier — be turned over to

the Justice Department.
The next day, Casey called a meet

ing of the SEC. The commission met
for ten minutes and voted to give
the ITT files to the Justice Department.
The materials were transferred October

6. In his later testimony, Casey was
fairly blunt about the reason for the
transfer:

"I don't think any of us have to

be naive about this. There had been

continuing efforts on the part of other
committees in the Congress seeking
the files not to examine our handling
of the case but seeking particular docu

ments. . . . The commission had to

recognize that this was a particularly
bad time for documents to be floating
around."

The subcommittee heard conflicting
testimony from Casey and Ralph E.
Erickson, then a deputy attorney gen
eral, as to whether or not Erickson

formally requested the files from Casey
on behalf of the Justice Department.
The dispute is of interest mainly to
Casey and Erickson, since it could

determine which of them might be
charged with obstruction of justice.
Erickson did admit, however, that

he met with Dean on October 3, after

the latter had discussed the ITT files

with Casey. Erickson said that Dean
told him the files "would be helpful"
to the Justice Department. If Erickson's
testimony is true, he must have sus

pected that he was being set up as
a potential scapegoat: He claims he
told both Dean and Casey that he
didn't want the files.

In any event, Casey and Erickson
obviously did agree that one month
before the election was "a particularly
bad time for documents to be floating
around." Erickson did not even trust

the Justice Department staff. When the
files were delivered October 6, the
thirty-four boxes of records were given
to Harold P. Shapiro, a deputy as
sistant attorney general in the Crim
inal Division of the Justice Department
who was supposed to conduct the "in
vestigation" of possible perjury during
the Senate Judiciary Committee hear
ings. But the thirteen documents were
delivered separately to Erickson, who
hid them away in his office safe.
Erickson told the subcommittee he

kept them there "for some time, a mat

ter of weeks, probably two weeks, three
weeks, I am not sure" before giving
them to Shapiro. Despite Erickson's
uncertainty, it is safe to assume that

Shapiro did not receive the documents
until after the election.

The cover-up looked as though it
had been successful. The Justice De

partment "investigation" of course pro
duced no results. The Staggers sub
committee, unable to obtain the ITT

documents, had to content itself with

notes made by SEC staff members
at the time they looked through the
thirty-four boxes of material.
Meanwhile, however, a Senate sub

committee headed by Frank Church
of Idaho was conducting hearings on
the influence of multinational corpora
tions on U.S. foreign policy. These
hearings led to the disclosure of ITT's
attempts to prevent the election of
Allende. They also resulted in Church
obtaining directly from ITT copies
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of some of the sensitive documents

being concealed in the Justice Depart
ment. At the end of March 1973,

Church made several of these ITT

memos public, at about the same time
that the Staggers subcommittee re
leased some of the SEC notes.

This information, which received

little attention at the time, being over

shadowed by the anti-Allende cam
paign and the developing Watergate
scandal, implicated some new names
in the settlement of the ITT antitrust

suit. These included two cabinet mem

bers and Vice-President Spiro Agnew.
The April 2 issue of Newsweek sum
marized some of this material:

"In the summer of 1970, top ITT

executives saw Justice antitrust chief

Richard McLaren as a fanatic oppo

nent of mergers who was charging
toward a courtroom showdown

against Administration policy. An
Aug. 7 [1970] note from Edward J.
Gerrity, ITT senior vice president for
corporate relations, to 'Ted' Agnew —
along with an accompanying memo —

confirmed that Gerrity and the Veep
[vice-president] lunched together on the
same day that ITT president and
Chairman Harold Geneen and William

R. Merriam, then head of the ITT

Washington office, conferred on the
subject with White House assistants
John Ehrlichman and Charles Colson.

And the memo indicated that Geneen

had previously had 'a very friendly
session' with then Attorney General
John Mitchell, who has publicly de

nied any involvement with the case.
'John made plain to him (Hal Geneen)
that the President was not opposed to
mergers per se,' said the memo. 'John
said he would talk with McLaren and

get back to Hal. . . .'"

Another letter, dated April 22, 1971,
disclosed the involvement of then Trea

sury Secretary John Connally and
Peter G. Peterson, a White House as-
sis.tant when the letter was written and

later secretary of commerce. The letter,
from Merriam to Connally, refers to
a thirty-day delay in court proceedings
that followed a meeting between Con
nally, Merriam, and Geneen.
"We are certain," the letter said, "that

you and Pete were most instrumental

for the delay."
We can assume that Merriam was

a good judge of the favors provided
to ITT by Connally and Peterson.
But there was an even higher official
going to bat for the corporation: the
head of the Nixon gang himself.

The unwilling source of this disclo
sure was Charles Colson, who wrote

a March 30, 1972, memo to H.R.
Haldeman that later fell into the hands

of the Senate Watergate committee.

Colson's memo argued that the
nomination of Kleindienst should be

withdrawn because continued hearings

by the Senate Judiciary Committee
could result in the uncovering of the
way the ITT case was settled. Colson
then listed a number of memos floating

around that could provide embarras
sing evidence against the Nixon gang.

KENNEDY: "Character reference" for a

friend.

Among them, Colson wrote, was a
May 5, 1971, memo from Ehrlichman
to Mitchell "alluding to discussions be

tween the President and the Attorney
General as to 'the agreed-upon ends'
in the resolution of the ITT case."

"This memo," Colson added, "would

once again contradict Mitchell's testi

mony [before the Judiciary Commit
tee] and more importantly directly in
volve the President."

Another memo implicating Nixon
was not such a matter for concern,

Colson indicated: "There is also a memo

to the President in the same time

period. We know we have control of
all copies of this."

The possibility of Mitchell being
caught perjuring himself was a concern
in still another document:

"There is a [Herbert] Klein-to-Halde-

man memo, dated June 30, 1971,
which of course precedes the date of
the ITT settlement, setting forth the
$400,000 arrangement with ITT. This
memo puts the A. G. [attorney general]
on constructive notice at least of the

ITT commitment at that time and be

fore the settlement, facts which he has
denied under oath. . . . There is

another memo of September, 1970,
from Ehrlichman to the A.G. referring

to an 'understanding' with Geneen and
complaining of McLaren's actions.
.  . . This memo would once again con

tradict Mitchell's testimony."

Moreover, Colson warned Halde

man, there were ITT memos to worry

about. A memo from an ITT public
relations man to Merriam, for exam

ple, "suggests that Kleindienst is the
key man to pressure McLaren, imply
ing that the Vice President would im
plement this action. We believe that
all copies of this have been destroyed.
... A memo sent to the Vice President,

addressed 'Dear Ted,' from Ned Ger

rity tends to contradict John Mitchell's
testimony because it outlines Mitchell's
agreement to talk to McLaren follow
ing Mitchell's meeting with Geneen in

August, 1970. . . .
"Both Mitchell and Geneen have testi

fied they discussed policy only, not
this case, and that Mitchell talked to

no one else."

The same memo, Colson continued,

said that Ehrlichman had told Geneen

"that the President had 'instructed' the

Justice Department with respect to the
bigness policy" — that is, that the ad
ministration would not oppose mergers

only because a corporation was too

big. Colson then warned:
"(It is, of course, appropriate for

the President to instruct the Justice

Department on policy, but in the con
text of these hearings, that revelation
would lay this case on the President's
doorstep.)"
In retrospect, ITT's $400,000 cam

paign investment would appear even
more successful than Lockheed's. In

addition to its acquisition of the $1,-

500 million Hartford Fire Insurance

Co. ITT obtained the services of the

president, vice-president, two attorneys
general, the secretary of commerce, the
secretary of the treasury, the chairman
of the SEC, numerous presidential as
sistants, and countless lesser officials.

It would have cost more than $400,-

000 to put them all on the official
ITT payroll.

(To be continued.)
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Fifty Years of Stalinist Treachery

Peaceful Coexistence'—An Obstacle to Revolution

By Milton Alvin

In recent years a certain displacement of Stalinism has

occurred. This was clearest in the case of the Cuban revo

lution. The Communist party in Cuba opposed the strug
gle led by Fidel Castro, the Cuban CP leaders having^held
posts in the Batista government in the past. Only near the
end of the civil war did the Stalinists jump on the Castro
bandwagon.

The Stalinists held that the revolution in Latin America

would have to pass through two stages. The first was one
in which the native capitalists, uniting the workers and

peasants behind them, would win independence from U. S.
imperialism and establish a democratic regime. At some

unspecified time thereafter the workers and peasants would
begin a struggle for a socialist society. This was an old
theory going back to the days of the Mensheviks in pre-

revolutionary Russia.

The Stalinists have used this theory in Latin America
to justify their collaboration with capitalist political par

ties. The Allende regime in Chile, which is in the pattern
of the people's fronts that were outstanding failures in the
1930s, is an example of what the Stalinists support. The
people's frontism of the 1970s will prove to be the same
kind of trap for the workers and peasants as it was forty
years ago.

The civil war in Vietnam, which has been at the center

of world politics for the past decade, once again reveals
Stalinist treachery. This applies to all the various brands
and is not confined only to the Moscow variety.
Both the Russian and Chinese Stalinists gave the em

battled Vietnamese fighters very little of the kind of aid
they needed. At the same time both Moscow and Peking
welcomed imperialism's chief representatives, headed by
Nixon, to their respective capitals. Toasts were exchanged
and glasses clinked while U. S. planes poured bombs down
on the Vietnamese people.

Undoubtedly Nixon cooked up some secret deals with
both Moscow and Peking which led them to place great

pressure on Hanoi to sign accords that contain clauses un
favorable to Vietnamese interests such as retention of the

Thieu regime in the South.
Both the Soviet and Chinese Stalinists have supplied the

capitalist regimes in Pakistan, Ceylon, and Egypt with
money and military hardware in amounts that exceed by
far what the Vietnamese have received from the same

sources. The Chinese stood on the side of the Pakistani

reactionaries while the Bangladesh people were fighting
for their independence. Peking's rulers aided the present
capitalist government of Ceylon when it was imprisoning
thousands of young rebels who opposed the coalition re
gime in that country. The Soviet government has given
Egypt enormous amounts of aid despite a ban on the
Communist party of that country.
When the Sukarno regime took power in Indonesia, the

Maoists in China encouraged the Indonesian CP to support
it. For years Sukarno did nothing for the impoverished
masses. In Moscow not a word of criticism of the policy
of supporting Indonesian capitalism was heard. The In

donesian CP repeated the fatal line followed by the Chinese
CP in 1927 with hardly a change in details.

Neither the Soviet or Chinese Stalinist leaderships learned
anything or changed anything in their policy after the
terrible defeat of the Chinese revolution in 1927. The Indo

nesian CP was led into an unprecedented slaughter when
reactionary generals overthrew Sukarno and killed an

estimated 500,000 members and followers of the Indo

nesian Communist party. Once again class collaboration
took a heavy toll and destroyed what might have been
a revolutionary party.

In the 1964 presidential elections, the American Commu

nist party supported Lyndon B. Johnson against Barry

Goldwater. The latter advocated more aggressive U. S.
intervention in the war in Vietnam, while Johnson pic

tured himself as a "peace" candidate. At that time Ameri

can participation in the Vietnamese war was relatively

light.

After Johnson's reelection, the CP announced that a vic

tory had been won. However, Johnson settled himself in

the White House for a four-year term and proceeded to
carry out the most substantial parts of Goldwater's pro

gram. He escalated the war untU more than a half mil
lion U. S. ground troops were in Vietnam, supported by

hundreds of aircraft and the Seventh Fleet.

The huge intervention was met by widespread opposi
tion. A mass antiwar movement developed that demanded

the withdrawal of U. S. troops and recognition of the right
of self-determination for the Vietnamese.

In some eight years of activity in the antiwar field the
Stalinists sought to divert the movement again and again.

At some stages they threatened to destroy its effectiveness
to a considerable degree.

They tried to foist extraneous and unrelated issues on
the movement that would have made it less attractive

to those who opposed the war but were not necessarily
in agreement on other questions. They split the movement

into competing groups. They advocated that the U. S.
government negotiate with the North Vietnamese and Na
tional Liberation Front even though this implied acknowl
edgment of the right of American imperialism to inter

vene in the war. They constantly opposed the organization
of the movement around the simple and correct slogans
of "Out Now" and "Self-Determination for the Vietnamese."

The Stalinists opposed mass demonstrations in the streets,
and in periods when such actions were being organized did
all they could to undermine them. Not wanting to be
left out, but uneasy about coming in, they and their sup
porters had to be dragged into demonstrations on almost
every occasion. In the recent period they demanded that
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Nixon sign a cease-fire agreement even though it con
tained clauses unfavorable to the Vietnamese as well as

again bolstering Nixon's fraudulent claim that he had a
right to intervene in Vietnam.

The Stalinists conveniently forgot Lenin's policy in a
similar situation. When the new Soviet state was com

pelled to make concessions and had to sign a monstrous

peace treaty with Germany in 1918, it was because it had
no means to carry on any war. The German Social Dem

ocrats voted for this agreement in the Kaiser's parliament.
For this, Lenin denounced them as scoundrels, explain
ing that they sould have opposed the Draconian terms

Imposed by the German imperialists.

The Soviet Union had no choice but to sign, Lenin said,
but the German socialists did not have to support the

Kaiser. Similarly, the Vietnamese may have had no choice
but to make concessions to the U. S. But this was no rea

son for antiwar Americans to approve Nixon's course or
to haU a cease-fire containing unfavorable terms as a vic
tory for the Vietnamese.

It was their duty to denounce Nixon for imposing the

unfavorable terms.

Other important issues in America consistently get wrong
answers from the Stalinists. This is explained by the fact
that their main purpose is to settle for "peaceful coexistence"
between the Soviet bureaucracy and world imperialism.
Everything is subordinated to that. But their conception of
peaceful coexistence is to subordinate the interests of the

workers to those of the capitalists. This is a policy of
treachery and betrayal, as many experiences over theyears
have demonstrated.

Instead of giving support to the new and promising
women's liberation movement the Stalinists have found

new merits in the nuclear family, a product of class so
ciety now undergoing decay that is a primary cause of
oppression of women.

The CP opposes Black nationalism, which arose in
the last two decades, and attacked Malcolm X, one of
its outstanding spokesmen.
To Stalinists all forms of nationalism are the same.

While Lenin explained that the nationalism of oppressed
peoples is progressive whereas the nationalism of op
pressors is reactionary, the Stalinists throw them both
into the same bag. Their purpose in opposing Black
nationalism, which is militant and potentially revolution
ary, is obvious: Black nationalists cannot live in the

Democratic party.
When the workers and students arose in a mighty up

surge in France in 1968, marked by the largest general
strike in history, the French Communist party did all
it could to dampen the uprising. They cooperated with
French President Charles de Gaulle to defuse the move

ment by giving the workers a few wage boosts and agree
ing to parliamentary measures to settle the rest.

This general strike provided an opportunity to deepen
the struggle and social crisis and to extend it to a politi
cal level with the chance of a revolutionary solution.
This the Stalinists wanted least of all.

Since the CP was in control of the main union organi
zations, they succeeded in. blocking the movement and
saving the de Gaulle regime from going down. In this
way they repeated their performance of 1935-36 when in

alliance with the Social Democrats and the capitalist Rad
ical Socialist party in the people's front, they were a

principal factor in saving the capitalist system in France.
Stalinism on a world scale exists only to defend the

ruling circles in the Soviet Union, who live on a level
far higher than that of the workers and farmers. All of
the Kremlin's political moves are designed to strengthen

the position of the Soviet bureaucracy. Only the pres
tige of the 1917 Russian revolution, which the Moscow

rulers and their supporters exploit, attracts new people
to Communist parties. In like manner, although to a
much lesser extent, people are attracted to Maoism be

cause of the 1949 Chinese revolution. But this variety

of Stalinism is no better than the original.

The world capitalist system would long ago have been
replaced with socialism if it were not for the existence

of Stalinism. By themselves the capitalists cannot save
their system, which is historically outmoded, unable to
satisfy the most elementary needs of the overwhelming
majority of humanity.

In order to survive, the capitalist class must have the

help of strong currents among the workers and peasants
that support its hold on state power. This is supplied by
world Stalinism and reformist socialism.

The Stalinist contingent is the more important part of
this support, since it exploits connections to countries
that have had revolutions. In this way it fools many
well-intentioned but poorly informed people. For example,
the loss of thousands of youth who were miseducated

and then demoralized by Stalinism in past decades in the
United States stands as a historical crime of enormous

magnitude.

The continued existence of Stalinism is indispensable
to capitalism. As soon as enough people realize that Stalin
ism is in the service of capitalism, the death knell will
sound for both. □

Declare Independence of
Guinea-Bissau

Within two days of its declaration of independence,
at least fifteen countries had extended diplomatic recogni
tion to the government of Guinea-Bissau. The fifteen are
Algeria, the Congo Republic, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia,
Libya, Malagasy Republic, Mauritania, Nigeria, Senegal,
Somalia, Syria, Tanzania, Togo, and Upper Volta.

The declaration of independence was made known
September 26 in a communique issued in Dakar, Senegal,
by the Partido Africano da Independencia da Guine-Bissau
e Cabo Verde (PAIGCV — African party for the Inde
pendence of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde).

"The prime aim of the declaration," Reuters reported
September 27, "is to speed the expulsion of Portuguese
forces from the country and other Portugpiese territories,
according to the proclamation." The PAIGCV said that
once the Portuguese are expelled, Guinea-Bissau and the
Cape Verde islands would be united in a single state.

There are approximately 27,000 Portuguese troops in
Guinea-Bissau. According to Aristides Pereira, who repre
sented Guinea-Bissau at the recent Algiers conference of
"nonaligned" countries, PAIGCV forces control about three-
fourths of the country, which has an area of 14,000 square
miles. □
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Origin of 'Fraccion Roja' of Argentine PRT
[In the spring of this year a split

occurred in the Argentine guerrilla
group the Ej^rcito Revolucionario del
Pueblo (ERF —Revolutionary Army of
the People). The first public indication

came when a group calling itself the
ERP-22 de Agosto carried out a pro-

Peronist action during the period pre

ceding the March elections.
[In August of this year, the first

issue of the paper Combate (Fight)

appeared, expressing the viewpoint of
a group calling itself the Fraccidn

Roja (Red Faction) of the ERP. This
grouping announced that it was the

result of a split that occurred in the
ERP about the same time that the

ERP-22 de Agosto left. These splits

reportedly were accompanied by cor

responding splits in the PRT (Partido

Revolucionario de los Trabajadores —

Revolutionary Workers party), which
voted to form the ERP at its Fifth

Congress in 1970. The following ar

ticles from the first issue of Combate,

dated August 15, describe the posi

tions of the various groups and the

events that led to the split.]

Our Split With the PRT
Leadership and Our
Initial Differences

The Fraccidn Roja arose out of a
crisis in the PRT that came at the

same time that the split was develop
ing, on other political bases, that led
to a group operating under the name

of the ERP-22 de Agosto.

This crisis reflected a series of con

flicts within the PRT that sharpened
in the poiiticai situation preceding the

elections.

The companeros who make up the
Fraccion Roja today began to put
forward their positions within the PRT
with the constructive aim of helping

to overcome the deviations, errors,

and contradictions that were hurting
the party. They tried to present their
views according to the Leninist tra
dition of the party, within the frame
work of internal discussion and re

specting unity and discipline in ac
tion. They proposed, in accordance

with the statutes, that a period of pre-

congress discussion be opened. All of
this was blocked by the bureaucratic
attitude of the national leadership,

which in fact trampled on the statutes

of the party and the principles of dem
ocratic centralism.

The leadership took a stubbornly
hostile attitude toward the expression
of any views that questioned their

methodology or any aspects of their

orientation. They ignored the posi
tions put forth by major sectors of

the rank and file, as well as the inter

mediate leaderships and the mass

front. In this way a split was forced,
for which the national leadership
bears the entire responsibility, a split

that demonstrated in practice that the
group that was to become the Frac

cion Roja had the support of 80 per
cent of the activists and fighters in

one of the largest regional organiza
tions of the PRT.

The initial differences of the Frac-
cidn Roja with the present leadership
of the PRT can be summed up in the
following points around which the
confrontation more or less centered.

a. On building the. revolutionary
party:

The companeros of the Fraccidn Ro

ja began by questioning a number
of aspects of the leadership's meth
odology, such as its empiricism, lib
eralism, etc. And they showed the cor
respondence between these aspects of

methodology and a certain conception

of the party. Opposing the centrist
conception of a broad, mass party,
they revived the concept of a party
of revolutionary cadres that could be

come the vanguard of the working

class. They called for discussing a
strategy and a tactic for building the

party in Argentine conditions that

would enable us to overcome the em

piricism that had prevailed up till

then. They defended democratic cen

tralism as the method for building
the party, for raising the political level

of the membership, as well as the
only guarantee of the unity of the

party.

b. On intervening in the working
class:

The companeros of the Fraccibn Ro

ja advocated that intervention in the

working class and more particularly
in its vanguard sectors be centralized

and have definite priorities. They

showed by concrete balance sheets that
there were no real standards for this

work and that this was leading to

diffuse agitation in nonessential sec

tors of the workers movement. They

also criticized the lack of tactics for

this intervention and the leadership's

counterposition of general postulates

on "war and socialism" to a tail-ending
policy sticking to immediate demands.

They advocated adopting a program
of struggle that would incorporate the
method of transitional demands, in

accordance with the Leninist tradition

that Trotsky distilled in the Transi

tional Program.

c. On the characterization of the pe

riod and building the Revolutionary
Army of the People:

The compafleros of the Fraccidn Ro
ja began to question the characteriza
tion of Argentina as in a full-fledged
revolutionary war, pointing out the

difference between a prerevolutionary
situation, which is a latent, more gen

eral confrontation, and an ongoing

people's war. In these conditions it
was wrong to consider the ERP al
ready a mass organization as the
leadership did. This was the source
of many illusions, deviations, and er
rors in building the ERP. Thus, the

program that the Fifth Congress of
the PRT established for the ERP was

overcome in practice and did not re

main limited to a struggle "against

the dictatorship and imperialism" but

directly posed the question of social
ism. The Fraccidn Roja continues to

hold the conception of beginning right

away to build the party and the Rev
olutionary Army as the strategic in
struments for the working class taking

power under Latin American condi
tions, but on the basis of criteria rath

er different from those of the present

leadership of the PRT.

d. On the tactic to take toward the

GAN [ Gran Acuerdo Nacional — Great
National Accord, the military's plan

for elections and bringing the Peron-
ists into the government]:
Another of the issues in dispute was

the PRT's tactics in the preelection

period. The errors that were made
prevented taking any real advantage
of the conjuncture. The leadership be
gan to manifest some dangerous ten-
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dencies toward opportunisnr, charac
terizing the Communist party and
"progressive sectors" of the bourgeois
parties as "strategic allies" and thus
breaking with the conception of per
manent revolution that was one of

the foundations of the PRT's orien

tation. The companeros of the Frac-
ci6n Roja, like other compafleros in
the party, opposed any kind of al
liance with sectors of the bourgeoisie,

advocating unity of the working-class
and popular sectors.

e. Defense of internationalism:
The PRT leadership's bureaucratic

measures against the compafleros who
made up the Fraccion Roja occurred
in the midst of an out-and-out anti-

Trotskyist campaign that led to a
break with the Fourth International,

of which the PRT up till then had
been the Argentine section. Against
this campaign, the compafleros of the
Fraccidn Roja defended the need for
a  consistent international position,

which would be reflected in concrete

work to build the International.

When we were forced to leave the

organization, being no longer able
to put forward our ideas inside the
PRT, the Fraccidn Roja was formed.

Far from being a usurpation, our
name is a demonstration that we con

tinue to demand the right to partic

ipate, along with other members of
the PRT, in the Sixth Congress of the
party. We call for a democratic and
Leninist preparation of the congress
that would permit the participation
of the various factions.

We have full confidence that we were

not the ones who trampled on the
party statutes; rather it was the PRT
leadership. Proof of this is the sup

port we received of a large majority
(80 percent) in the regional unit where
we were able to express our points

of view.

We call ourselves the Fraccidn Roja

of the PRT and the ERP because we

recognize the essential role that our

party plays in the Argentine revolu
tionary left, and in our positions and
our practice we identify with its fight
ing course of revolutionary struggle

against the dictatorship.

For this reason, we will continue

now from the columns of this paper
to carry on a political discussion with

the other companeros of the PRT, the
discussion that we began inside the
party. This will enable the entire van

guard to get to know our positions

better. Here we have simply summed
up the initial points as information on
the political background of our break
with the present centrist leadership of
the PRT.

Lamentable Incidents

During our internal struggle in the
PRT, the leadership distinguished it
self by its complete lack of respect
for democratic centralism, which led

to splitting the party and our form
ing the Fraccidn Roja of the PRT.

Since the split, which was provoked
by the leadership's fear of politically
confronting a discussion that chal

lenged them, it could be hoped that
this leadership would stop operating
on the level of mere chicanery and
insults. The large number of comrades
that broke with them might have made

them think. After all, the PRT leader

ship continued to hold as one of its
central objectives "unity of the armed
organizations."

But this wasn't the case. The lack

of respect for internal party democ

racy was compounded by a total
lack of consideration for the elemen

tary rules of workers democracy.
One of the first incidents, as well

as one of the most lamentable, oc

curred in the Villa Devoto jail on

May 25, 1973. As we all know, the
jail was seized on that occasion by
the political prisoners, who were ex
pecting demonstrations for their re
lease. The companeros of Fraccidn

Roja imprisoned there expressed their
intention of placing a banner of ours
with the other flags and banners of
the organizations that had combatants
in the Villa Devoto. The PRT leader

ship in the jail (made up, we might
say in passing, of companeros cen

sured for their conduct in face of the

enemy) threatened our companeros

physically, refusing to allow them to
do any such thing.

As for the proposal made by the
compafleros of the Fraccidn Roja of
holding a discussion with the other
organizations, the PRT made it known

that it didn't care about the opinion
of the ' other organizations, that it

would keep the same attitude. This

arrogant attitude, even ignoring the
opinion of the other organizations,
had appeared before when the PRT

leadership made decisions unilaterally

in protests by the prisoners. It should
be added that only among the Sta
linists has anyone gone so far as to
trample on democratic relationships
among comrades imprisoned in the
same jail.

Another of these incidents occurred

in Cdrdoba. This one was really petty

and ridiculous. When the city was cov

ered with Fraccidn Roja posters on

thepacto social [social accord, a class-
collaborationist scheme] and on Tre-
lew, the leadership of the PRT gave

instructions to its members to go out

on the streets and tear off the part
that said "Fraccion Roja!" When are

they going to organize commandos to
tear the ads out of a whole edition

of Clarin or Cronica? The most dis

graceful thing is that while the PRT
leadership was promoting these ac
tions in Cdrdoba, in Buenos Aires

it was the JSP [Juventud Sindical Pe-
ronista — Peronist Trade-Union Youth,

the goon squads of the right wing
of the Peronist movement] that busied
itself tearing up our posters, whose

slogans were too much to the point

not to be targets.

Another petty act was their taking
the credit in Estrella Roja (the organ

of the ERP) for seizing the guard
post of Petroquimica Sudamericana

at Olmos (in Buenos Aires province),

as if this operation had been carried

out by an ERP commando team. Even
the bourgeois press published pictures

that testified to the fact that this ac

tion was carried out by the Fraccidn

Roja of the ERP.

But the most lamentable was cer

tain PRT leaders acting like junior

goons in Cdrdoba last July 8 on the
occasion of the Plenario Nacional por

la Recuperacidn Nacional [National
Assembly for Recovering Our Eco
nomic Sovereignty]. In an incident in
volving a total disregard for workers
democracy, a number of compafleros
belonging to a class-struggle group

were stopped from going in because
they were members of the Fraccidn

Roja. It reached the point that we
saw "leaders" who were left alone in

their regional organization, repudi
ated by 80 percent of the rank and

file, take advantage of a momentary
superiority in numbers to play cock

of the walk. Inside the meeting itself,
this thuggery went to the point that

our compafleros were assaulted and
even threatened with arms. Even per
sons only close to us got this kind
of treatment.
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Insults, threats, and thuggery, com-
paneros, are characteristics of the J SP

and not of revolutionary militants.
Nothing can be settled and nothing
can be clarified by such methods; this

can only be achieved through discus
sion and frank argument in the con

text of a common respect for workers
democracy.
The only thing the FRT leadership

will get this way is mounting criti
cism and reproval. Although it is a
bad practice, you can still try to rule
your own roost in an arbitrary way,

despite the risks of splitting the party.
But arbitrary leadership in the work

ers movement and in the mass move

ment in general is running into ever
broader repudiation. This is what the

FRT leadership has gotten already

for the way it acted in the Cbrdoba
plenario.

The same holds true for the way
it has acted toward the companeros

of the ERF-22 de Agosto. In the wake

for Compaflero Jos^ Luis Castrogio-
vanni in the University of Buenos

Aires School of Architecture, they de
stroyed a floral wreath sent by the
ERF-22 de Agosto. But the most se
rious thing was the way they acted
toward Compaflero Victor Ferndndez

Palmeiro. After the split of the ERF-
22 de Agosto with the present leader
ship of the FRT, the FRT leaders start

ed to spread the rumor that he was
an enemy agent because his escape

from the Villa Devoto prison seemed
very strange (as is widely known,

Compaflero Ferndndez Palmeiro got
away by switching clothes with his

brother, who went to visit him). What

an outrage, and at the very time he
was preparing to execute Admiral Qui-
jada, the murderer of Trelew! The
sectarianism of the FRT leadership

went so far that after the execution

of Quijada and the death of Ferndndez
Palmeiro, they broke up a meeting
of the Villa Devoto prisoners in honor

of this fallen compaflero!

Why We Keep On Fighting

The Fraccibn Roja will keep on
fighting because it is waging a strug
gle for Workers Power and Socialism
and because it understands that while

the March 11 elections represented the

popular will, they did not represent

the real interests of the working class

and the people.

A government that frees the mur

derers of Silvia Filler, that carries

out political raids and arrests, that
represses the bearing of arms and

the people's occupations of the fac
tories and places of work, that al

lows fascist gangs to operate freely,

that declares states of siege in Bue

nos Aires and Cbrdoba, thereby giv
ing the army free rein to repress any
attempt to prevent a coup d'etat, is
not a workers and people's govern

ment.

A government that fails to inves

tigate and punish the crimes of the
dictatorship is not a workers and peo

ple's government.

Does the government believe that

the contending parties — the working
class and the people on one side and

the bosses and the dictatorship on

the other — are both partly right and

so you have to overlook the faults
of both? Does it think that the death

of Valenzuela in Rawson when he tried

to stop the escape of dozens of im

prisoned compafleros who had been

harassed and tortured has the same

meaning as the deaths of our sixteen

compafleros who were shot by the
dictatorship in Trelew? Or does it want

to investigate these crimes but finds
itself unable?

Yes, the best assumption is that it

wants to but cannot. Why then didn't

it at least denounce the pressures it

was exposed to? Why did it give in
on July 13, denying that its decision

was motivated by the pressures
brought to bear on it, instead of de
nouncing the coup?

One explanation will suffice for all
these unanswered questions — the

GAN, the agreement of the whole
bourgeoisie to carry on its exploita

tion and repression of the workers

under a different form of government
from a military dictatorship. To this
end, the big bourgeoisie and impe
rialism decided to permit up to a cer

tain point the existence of a bourgeois
reformist government — a government

that, without altering the foundations

of the capitalist system, i. e., private
ownership of the means of produc
tion, will carry out reforms to deceive

the masses and divert them from their

real revolutionary objectives.
But it is clear that they still main

tain firm control over the key levers

of power — the armed forces, the econ
omy, etc. — and will retain that until

the exploited seize it from them by

force. They will not give it up be

cause of an election or because of

the fear that the popular struggles
might arouse in them. They will try

by every means possible — deception
or repression —to halt the revolution

ary advance.
It is for this reason that the Frac-

ci6n Roja has adopted guerrilla strug

gle as a strategy for taking power.

Its strategic objective is Workers Fow-

er and Socialism, that is, the destruc

tion of the bourgeoisie and its repres

sive forces, the taking of power by

the working class and the establish

ment of the Dictatorship of the Fro-

letariat, of the democracy of the work
ers councils.

Our objective, then, is not limited
to struggling against the Military Dic

tatorship. Nor is it confined to acting

as a means for pressuring reformist
governments to radicalize.

It was not the existence of the Mil

itary Dictatorship that made large sec
tors of the vanguard take up arms.
The dictatorship only sharpened the
contradictions already existing in Ar
gentina. The explosive dynamic of the

class struggle, the result of the pro
found crisis in which Argentine cap
italism is mired, makes armed strug
gle an immediate and unavoidable
necessity. From this flows the impor

tance of adopting a strategy for tak
ing power through prolonged revo

lutionary war and to propose and
put into practice, together with the

workers, the political and organiza
tional elements of this strategy, start
ing right now. The Fraccibn Roja —
which will continue struggling to make
it very clear that the Socialist Rev

olution and Workers Fower will only
be won by fighting against the sys
tem, no matter what form it takes,

and by destroying the repressive
forces that sustain it —is part of this
program.

For all these reasons, any proposal
or initiative that goes in the direction
of disarming the vanguard militants

and organizations or declaring a tac

tical truce is outright betrayal of the

working class. Our fight will go on

with ever greater determination side

by side with the workers.

There is no truce in the struggle
between the exploiters and the exploit
ed!

The banner of the socialist revolu

tion must never be lowered! □
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